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Abstract

Development and Verification for Flight Data Informed Performance
Estimation and Prediction Simulation Tool for Small Electrical Multi-rotor
UAV

Nicholas S. Borelle
While small scale multi-rotor aircraft are becoming an increasingly large market with
applications emerging every day, their ability to have both a high endurance/long range and a
high speed/performance flight is severely limited. This leads to uncertainty in mission planning
and aircraft design, specifically when deciding mission length and available on-board energy.
Uncertainty like this leads to an increased chance of failure to complete the mission, and a
failure to recover the aircraft. Considering that these aircraft are used by everyone from
hobbyists to commercial companies to military personnel, the applications and missions being
flown carry importance and a serious financial commitment. Such a commitment is difficult to
look past for any party utilizing these versatile systems.
The main objective of the research contained within this thesis is to create a tool, a
simulation, that can be utilized in reducing the chance of a failed mission occurring. This is
achieved by testing the lithium-based battery for discharge rates and the motor/propeller
combination for performance characteristics. Then taking the performance information from the
tests in combination with basic flight equations to create a virtual representation of a small-scale
multi-rotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). This simulated aircraft can be used to design a
mission for a small electric multi-rotor platform to complete. These missions ultimately
determine if a mission is capable of being completed and if the aircraft can return home safely.
Verification and accuracy of simulated missions were performed by comparing the flight data to
a series of real-world flights using a multi-rotor UAV. Real-world flights were recreated within the
simulation and the resulting flight profile, flight time, and energy consumption were compared
and needed to be within an acceptable range of 5% error.
This simulation proved itself capable of taking performance data and accurately
estimating the performance of a multi-rotor UAV with an average percent error less than 5%. If
developed further, this simulation could be the foundation of a more accurate and vital
estimation tool in the future.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Multi-rotor aircraft have become a large part of today’s commercial and military world.
They are being used for everything from photography during sporting events and weddings,
recreational races, package delivery, and even surveillance and monitoring of large areas of land
just to name a few. There are an endless number of opportunities to use these fascinating little
aircraft, especially with being able to take-off and land virtually anywhere. The demands for
these aircraft are expected to continue to rise. But, there is one major drawback to these
platforms: their limited flight time and/or range.
Except for a select few versions, the majority of these aircraft are completely electrical
and run off of some type of onboard battery. These batteries tend to be lithium based since they
are the highest energy density battery currently on the market. Since these batteries have limited
capabilities, this leads to one of two decisions when matching aircraft design specifications to the
mission. Either make the mission match the aircraft or find the best configuration for the aircraft
that will complete the desired mission. The main purpose of the research contained within this
thesis is to create a virtual representation of a small multi-rotor aircraft and have it run virtual
flights through MATLAB. Through the use of aircraft characteristics and flight system
performance results, this virtual representation is able to accurately predict the mission
capabilities of the aircraft. These missions can be checked for completion and can help someone
with picking the right mission specifications. Additionally, it can help the process of determining
the appropriate battery and propulsion system for an aircraft to complete a certain mission.
This thesis will provide the necessary information to understand these types of aircraft
and the true importance of being able to simulate a mission. It will also cover the tests performed
on the battery, propulsion system, and the flights from the aircraft itself, as well as how the data
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was post-processed and convert it into a usable format. From there it will dive into how the
simulation was structured and the flight information was presented. The assumptions and
shortcomings of the simulation will be covered and explained, as well as an evidence of accuracy
within a range of error.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Related Works
To understand the importance of flight estimation and being able to successfully simulate
a mission, the shortcomings of a multi-rotor aircraft and the batteries they use must be
understood. UAVs have become a major focus in academia, military, and recreation over the last
twenty years due to how versatile these platforms are. Specifically, what is considered small
scale UAVs which are classified as under 55 pounds. The market for these aircraft is upwards of
$100 billion and is expected to continue growing over the next several years [1]. It should be no
surprise that the majority of the money flowing through this industry is from military
applications and contracts, making up roughly 70% of the market [1]. The second main
contributor towards the market value is the consumer industry at 17%, and the commercial
industry making up the remaining.
In all of these markets it is understandably important for these aircraft or assets to be
collected during or after a mission. Consumers comprise hobbyists, influencers, and general
small UAV enthusiasts. Speaking from personal experience, these aircraft can become very
expensive to build and repair. When considering that a mission failure could lead to a loss of the
aircraft and a serious financial setback to replace it, essentially limiting the extent that the
consumer can enjoy and utilize these machines. In the case of a commercial market, it is vital to
make sure that the cost of a job is kept to a minimum, thus keeping the customers happy, and in
turn increase business activity. These commercial applications also introduce the possibility that
these aircraft will be operating in urban areas, it would not be ideal for the aircraft to fail during a
mission and have to perform an emergency landing in a neighborhood. This could lead to a loss
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in the asset and the possibility that a community member’s property could get damaged and lead
to a potential lawsuit, costing even more loss in revenue. Switching gears and looking at the
consequences of a loss of asset during a military application, these consequences become worse.
In addition to the concerns and consequences that are present for the commercial and consumer
market, there is also the concern of asset discovery. These small UAV are ideal for surveillance
and reconnaissance, where the aircraft can follow a target or scan an area while transmitting
information back to the user or to a command center. These types of scenarios call for a mission
completion as well as mission discretion; a mission ill-designed for the aircraft is capable of
compromising both of these aspects, putting the mission in a position of failure and the user in a
potentially hostile situation. Each one of these industries would benefit greatly by being able to
determine if a mission is possible for the aircraft before it is attempted. While technology has
certainly improved throughout that time, leading to a better chance for a mission to succeed, the
characteristics and downfalls of these platforms have remained consistent across the board [2].
First, a comparison needs to be drawn between the two main types of flying robots used,
the multi-rotor aircraft to the more common and understood platform, the fixed-wing aircraft.
Fixed wing aircraft rely on the geometrically fixed surfaces to produce the majority of the lifting
force to oppose vehicle weight and keep it in the air. Additionally, these wings provide the
majority of forces to provide stability and maneuverability during flight. These surfaces are
aerodynamically efficient, and lead to a very stable and generally long flight time [2]. However,
these aircraft cannot hover; they must be moving forward to produce lift, and they typically need
some type of runway to land and take-off, so their applications are limited. A multi-rotor aircraft
on the other hand, is capable of continuous hovering, high maneuverability, and can take-off and
land virtually anywhere. This is due to the fact that the lifting force is almost entirely from the
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thrust produced by the motors, and it does not need to be moving forward to produce lift since
lift comes from the propulsion system rotors [3]. These capabilities lead to the aircraft to be used
for photography, surveying, and any application that requires it to maintain a steady position
relative to the ground for an extended period of time. While this allows for more applications
than a fixed wing aircraft, it is also the major downside of the aircraft. Since there are no lifting
surfaces that aid in keeping the aircraft airborne and to maintain stability, the motors need to
exert additional force to compensate. The motors must account for lift, thrust, maneuverability,
and any stability adjustments that might be needed [6]. With these shortcomings, it should be no
surprise that multi-rotor aircraft generally do not have a long flight time. Even the top-of-theline, commercially available platforms might only reach twenty minutes of flight when operating
in wind with a payload. This flight time goes down if the mission contains phases that require
additional energy consumption, such as an increase in altitude or an increase in airspeed [7].
Because of the extreme inefficiency with this type of aircraft, the only real way to
increase flight time is to address the energy stored onboard. Many of these aircraft are used in
applications where they need to be small and portable, as well as require quick and precise
changes to be made by the motors. One example of this would be for a reconnaissance team that
must transport the aircraft in a pack or small case and be able to be rapidly deployed, so it must
be both small and lightweight. When exploring the energy options for the aircraft, the energy
density of fossil fuels is much greater than that of any battery commercially available today
which makes it appear to be a more desirable option. In addition to the high energy density, a
fossil fuel system allows for the aircraft to consume the onboard fuel and that allows for the
aircraft weight to decrease as the flight continues, meaning the motors will have to output less
energy as the flight goes on. In contrast, a battery powered system does not consume the energy
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in the same way as the fossil fuel system, which leads to the aircraft having a constant weight
during the flight and thus forcing the motors to compensate for the “dead” weight of the
consumed battery energy. Even though fossil fuels have these clear advantages over their battery
counterpart, batteries are still picked as the energy source on board. This is due to the issue with
scaling down a fossil fuel power system to the point where it is still portable and lightweight.
These systems are not meant to be the size that a small-scale UAV needs to be. When trying to
design a system that incorporates a fossil fuel source, it will almost always end up being far too
large and heavy to be used out in the field. Even in these still oversized aircraft, the engine ends
up accounting for a considerable amount of the weight, to the point that there is realistically not
enough space to store an appropriate amount of fuel to justify the weight and to even achieve a
mission. If size and weight of these aircraft were not an issue, then it would be the ideal option
just like it is for the majority of the aerospace industry, but this is not a luxury that can be taken
advantage of here. For these reasons, this means that batteries are the only option, and the top
performing kind is lithium based.
State-of-the-market lithium batteries are by far the lightest and highest energy density
battery that are practically available for use with multi-rotor UAVs [8]. Despite these batteries
being the choice of onboard energy, the flight time is heavily limited due to lithium batteries
having an energy density of 200-400 Watt-hour/kg. This is considerably less than the fossil fuel
counterpart of around 12,800 Watt-hour/kg. The option for increasing flight time is to choose a
battery with a high capacity. The capacity of the battery dictates how much energy is available
for the motors, and other electronics, to consume. Generally speaking, the higher the capacity,
the longer the flight time. But this is not always correct. While the higher capacity battery packs
lead to more energy, it almost always leads to a higher weight. When dealing with any type of
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aircraft, especially one that does not get assistance from lifting surfaces, extra weight is not a
good thing. So, while on paper the higher capacity could lead to longer flight times, the
additional weight could result in a shorter flight time [3]. What ends up happening is the
individual who is designing and building the aircraft must make a compromise between the
battery capacity and the battery weight trying to achieve this golden balance for endurance.
In addition to this struggle with determine an appropriate battery pack, there is also the
issue of pairing it with an appropriate motor and propeller to complete the propulsion system[4].
When deciding on a propeller, it is desired to choose a system that allows for the lowest disk
loading for the aircraft. This meaning the larger the propellers, the lower the disk loading, and
the higher the efficiency of the propulsion system. However, due to the size constraints listed
already, the option of minimizing the disk loading is not a choice, leading to another process of
scaling down the propellers just to the point that the efficiency is maximized and pairing an
appropriate motor to the propeller. This balance often leads to many hours of planning and still
leaves uncertainty on how the platform will perform and what it is capable of. While cutting this
effort down might not be essential to every consumer, it would mean a lot for productivity and
loss prevention for the commercial and military users. Cutting down this effort would also allow
for the exploration of even more missions and applications, such as a swarm system and the
interaction of such a swarm with its environment [5].

2.2 Battery Characteristics
One of the major aspects of this project revolves around the performance of batteries. The
characteristics that are considered important in these batteries are the available energy capacity,
potential, overall available power, and maximum rated current draw. This is what is being
consumed by electronics during a power cycle. Each battery has a nominal maximum capacity
7

that is determined by the manufacturer and can be reduced from full and down to zero.
Additionally, each battery has a range for the potential that corresponds with the amount of
stored energy remaining. For a lithium polymer cell the maximum voltage per cell is around 4.1,
while the minimum safe voltage per cell is around 3.1 VDC [9]. The minimum voltage can vary
slightly from manufacturer to manufacturer, but they should be roughly around 3.1 VDC. If they
are to be discharged any lower, then permanent damage will be done to the cell and the chance
for fire due to heating is increased. Manufacturers will advertise these cells at a nominal voltage
that is within the minimum and maximum voltage, which for the case of lithium base batteries is
3.7 VDC. Determining the voltage of a battery at any given moment requires the use of the
following equation:
𝑉 = 𝑆(3.685 − 1.031𝑒 −35𝑆 + 0.2156 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶 − 0.1178 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶 2 + 0.3201 ∙ 𝑆𝑂𝐶 3

(2.2.1)

This equation shows how the voltage changes with the respect to the state of charge [8]. This
state of charge is a decimal representation of how much energy is left within the battery when
compared to the nominal capacity. This decimal value will range between 1.00, which is a full
battery, and 0.00 which is considered a fully depleted battery. This equation does not consider
the degrading of the battery overtime. It is assumed that the battery maintains a consistent battery
health throughout every discharge cycle. A graphical representation of this equation plotted for
the full state of charge (SOC) range for a 3.7 nominal volt battery pack can be seen in Figure
2.2.1.
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Figure 2.2.1 Voltage drop for a 3.7 nominal volt battery pack under variable state of charge
(SOC)

These findings, and the data they collected showed similar results to what was seen in the battery
testing in this project. It was also checked against batteries with different voltage ranges and it
held true for each case. This equation is vital in modeling the voltage of the battery, and the
corresponding available power left. The power being calculated utilizes Watt’s law:
𝑃 = 𝑖𝑉

(2.2.2)

This power equation is also vital in determining the current draw for each power stage. The
current draw is being used for two main purposes [9]. First to determine the energy loss factor of
the battery, and second for determining the energy consumption for that power stage. The energy
loss factor is an adjustment factor for the expected energy consumption that is meant to take into
account additional losses of energy to heat when the battery is being discharged. Essentially, the
higher the current applied to the battery pack, the more heat that will be produced by said pack.
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This is done by utilizing the CPercent value, which is the ratio of the discharge current to the
overall rated discharge current. The higher the CPercent value, the higher the energy loss factor
will be, meaning the battery is operating closer to its maximum threshold and is expected to lose
more energy to heat. This is shown in equation 2.2.3:
𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =

−0.09064 ∙

2
𝐶𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡

1
+ 0.08241 ∙ 𝐶𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 0.8029

(2.2.3)

The calculations for determining how much “energy” is used is based on the amp hours used and
a percentage of energy available. To determine the effective amp hours used for a power stage,
use equation 2.2.4.
𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 =

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
1000 ∙ 𝐼

(2.2.4)

This equation uses what capacity is available in the battery and is divided by the current draw
that is converted into mAh. This is then used to find the percentage of the capacity used by
utilizing equation 2.2.5.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑑 =

0.01 𝑠𝑒𝑐
∗ 100%
3600 ∙ 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

(2.2.5)

This relationship is really a comparison of the time step to the effective amp hours consumed.
This percent is then taken and multiplied by the available energy, producing the capacity used
during that time step [10].
To explain the use of equation 2.2.4 and equation 2.2.5, consider the following example.
Suppose a battery pack has a full capacity of 3600 mAh and during the time step of 0.01 seconds,
there is a current draw of 12 amps. Using equation 2.2.4, this would produce 0.3 effective amp
hours used. Continuing to equation 2.2.5 and using the calculated value of 0.9 for the variable
“Hours” leads to a Percentused value of 9. 259 × 10−4 %. Multiplying this by the 3600 mAh
produces roughly 3 mAh consumed over the 0.01 second.
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2.3 Propulsion System
The dynamometer (“dyno”) testing for the motor and propeller systems allowed for the
analysis of the performance and effects of the different parts of the propulsion system. Each
combination of motor, propeller, and battery are going to perform differently. Propellers vary in
both diameter and pitch, meaning they vary in both the area in which air is brought into the
propeller and how aggressive the propeller interacts with the air. This leads to different amounts
of force that can be produced by the propeller. The other part that determines the amount of force
that is being produced, is how fast the motors are spinning. This comes down to the Kv rating of
the motor. The Kv of the motor is the number of revolutions per minutes that is expected when
one volt is supplied to the unloaded motor. The higher the Kv, the faster the motor will spin.
Generally, the higher Kv motors are used in applications where the aircraft is mainly concerned
with airspeed, while a low Kv motor is used in applications where a large amount of thrust is
needed. Along with the Kv of the motor, another aspect that dictates the speed and performance
is the voltage of the battery pack for the aircraft. The higher the voltage of the pack, the more
voltage available to supply the motors with, meaning that a higher voltage count leads to faster
spinning systems. This also leads to another delicate balance of speed and force that the designer
must consider. Thankfully, these scenarios can be easily compared with the use of static (i.e.,
zero forward motion) dimensionless coefficients CT0 and CP0, and are expressed in the following:
𝐶𝑇0 =

𝑇
𝜌𝐷4 𝑛2
(2.3.1)

𝐶𝑃0

𝑃
=
𝜌𝐷5 𝑛3

As shown, these equations are functions of air density, ρ, propeller diameter, D, and revolutions
per second of the motor, n. Of course, coefficient of thrust is a function of thrust and coefficient
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of power is a function of power. These equations allow for an easy understanding of how, under
different static conditions, the same propulsion system will behave differently. These equations
also allow for a comparison of multiple propulsion systems under that same flight conditions.
These also allow for the simulation to predict the power draw from a thrust requirement,
assuming that the coefficients of thrust and power are known, by looking at the motor speed
requirements and thus the power needed to deliver that speed [11].

2.4 Governing Flight Equations
The final component in this simulation is the flight equations that will be used to
determine how much thrust is needed for each stage of flight. The basis for this is the
conservation of momentum equations for the x, y, and z directions [15]. The x, y, z system
follows the North-East-Down orientation. This orientation has x pointed North (forward), y
pointed East (right of the aircraft), and z is pointed down. The basis of these equations are as
follows:
𝜙̇
1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙
{ 𝜃̇ } = [0
0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃
𝜓̇

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 𝑃
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙 ] {𝑄 }
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 𝑅

(2.4.1)

Here the pitch angle and the roll angle of the aircraft are represented as 𝜙 and 𝜃 respectively;
𝜙̇, 𝜃,̇ 𝜓̇ represent the Euler angular rates, and P, Q, and R are the angular rates about the aircraft
body axes. These Euler angular rates are what allows for the angular velocity to be shown in the
x, y, z system. The next order of business is to address the assumptions for the aircraft during the
flight and apply it to these equations. The first assumption is that the aircraft is under steady-state
conditions and holding consistent flight angles 𝜃 and 𝜙. With this, it is assumed that there is no
angular moment present leading to P, Q, and R to be zero. Next, it is assumed that the propellers
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are producing the lift for the aircraft, thus the lift generated by the body is negligible. This leads
to the aerodynamic forces in the x, y, and z directions (Fx, Fy, Fz respectively) to be zero. While it
is assumed that the aircraft is not intentionally traveling in the Y direction, the forces and
acceleration must be included to account for wind acting on the side of the body. This leads to
the following equations:
𝐹𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐷𝐹𝐿 + 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑥
𝐹𝑦 = −𝑚𝑎𝑦 + 𝐷𝐹𝐿𝑦 + 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑦
𝐹𝑧 = −𝑚𝑎𝑧 +

(2.4.2)

𝐷𝐹𝐿
tan(𝜃)

The aerodynamic forces shown rely on the mass of the aircraft multiplied by the acceleration in
the x, y, and z direction, respectively. Also shown here are the drag related to airspeed (DFL) and
the drag on the aircraft from the presence of a constant weather condition. To determine the
overall force needed to be produced by the motors, these force equations need to be summed into
a single equation. This is done by following equation 2.4.3 and produces equation 2.4.4.
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √𝐹𝑥 2 + 𝐹𝑦 2 + 𝐹𝑧 2

(2.4.3)

2

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √(𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐷𝐹𝐿 + 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 )2 + (−𝑚𝑎𝑦 + 𝐷𝐹𝐿𝑦 ) + (−𝑚𝑎𝑧 +

𝐷𝐹𝐿 2
)
tan(𝜃)

(2.4.4)

This is the main equation for the force needed to be produced by the motors. From here, different
values can be plugged in for the different parts of flight. For instance, when the aircraft is
traveling from waypoint to waypoint it is assumed that it is experiencing steady flight so there is
no acceleration in the x-direction. Additionally, during this phase of the flight the aircraft is
changing in altitude so there is an acceleration in the z-direction. These changes are seen in
equation 2.4.5.
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𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
2
2𝑚(𝑧2 − 𝑧1 )
𝐷𝐹𝐿 2
= √(𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) + 𝐷𝐹𝐿 + 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 )2 + (−𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) sin(𝜙) + 𝐷𝐹𝐿𝑦 ) + (
sin
(𝜃)
−
𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)cos
(𝜙)
+
)
𝑡2
tan(𝜃)

(2.4.5)

For the sections where the aircraft is accelerating up to sprint speed, the assumption made is that
the acceleration in the x direction occurs over a distance that changes depending on the
maximum velocity needed for that section of flight. This distance was aircraft specific and scaled
up from a starting value of three meters. For slower traverse speeds (around four meters per
second) three meters was an acceptable distance, but as the airspeed was increased the distance
also needed to be increased. This led to the distance needing to be calculated by taking the
difference between the maximum velocity and four meters per second and dividing it by three.
This was then added to the original three-meter distance, accounting for the airspeeds higher than
four meters per second. This was a result of experimental data collected due to real world flight
tests. Additionally, during this stage the aircraft is not worried about changing altitude. Applying
these changes leads to equation 2.4.6.
𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
2
2
𝑚𝑣 2
𝐷𝐹𝐿 2
= √(
+ 𝑚𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) + 𝐷𝐹𝐿 + 𝐷𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ) + (−𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) sin(𝜙) + 𝐷𝐹𝐿𝑦 ) + (−𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)cos (𝜙) +
)
𝑣
−4
tan(𝜃)
2 (3 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥
)
3

(2.4.6)

Some key features to note here are the values that are to be assigned for 𝜃 and 𝜙. Here 𝜃 is the
pitch angle for the aircraft, which technically changes throughout the entire flight to maintain
stability and to vary the thrust vectors. However, in this case it will remain constant. The roll
angle, 𝜙, will also be considered a constant value of around two degrees, but the sign will change
depending on the direction of the wind. This is meant to give the aircraft a relatively small roll
angle that would not drastically affect the performance but would be able to tilt the motors
enough to create a force vector strong enough to counter the drag from wind. This method of
counteracting the wind is referred to as the tilt-angle method. By rolling the aircraft into the
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wind, it shifts the thrust vector in a way that allows for a small portion of thrust to counteract the
crosswind [12]. These values will be explored later in greater detail.
As seen in the equations mentioned earlier, drag is included in all directions. When
calculating this drag, the standard drag equation is going to be used and is shown in equation
2.4.7.
D = 𝜌𝑆𝐶𝐷 𝑣 2

(2.4.7)

This drag is calculated by utilizing the air density, ρ, wind velocity, v, affected area, S, and of
course the drag coefficient, 𝐶𝐷 . The drag in each direction is to be addressed in its own way. To
understand how the drag needed to be accounted for, a free body diagram of the aircraft needed
to be created. As shown in Figures 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, the aircraft is treated as a point mass and the
forces acting on the aircraft are the total force produced from the motors (FTOTAL), aircraft
weight, drag caused by the presence of wind (DWIND), and drag created from the air as the aircraft
is traveling through the air (DFL).

FTOTAL

θ

DFL

DWIND

weight

Figure 2.4.1 Side-view free body diagram of aircraft
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DWIND

DFL
FTOTAL

Figure 2.4.2 Top-down view of aircraft free body diagram

Drag in the x direction is due to the propellers. These are to be treated as a cylinder and need to
be adjusted based on the pitch angle. For the drag in the y direction, this will mainly be from the
battery pack that is positioned on top of the aircraft. This is to be treated as a rectangular box.
For each direction, the wind direction will need to be analyzed so that the exposure area can be
calculated. The drag produced from the aircraft moving through the air, which considers the air
speed, is assumed to be acting directly on the face of the aircraft.
The final piece of the puzzle is the ground effect. When the aircraft is flying relatively
close to the ground, this being under one meter for an aircraft of this size, the propellers create a
pocket of air between itself and the ground. This pocket of air ends up assisting the aircraft in
staying in the air and reduces the thrust needed to be produced by the motors [16]. To account
for when this is active equation 2.4.8 is used.
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𝑇𝐼𝐺𝐸
𝑇𝑂𝐺𝐸
=

(2.4.8)

1
𝑅 2
1 − (4𝑧) − 𝑅 2 (

𝑧
𝑅2
𝑧
𝑧
) − ( 2 )(
) − 4𝑅 2 (
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
√(𝑑 + 4𝑧 )
√(2𝑑 + 4𝑧 )
√(𝐵 + 4𝑧 2 )3

This equation takes into account the radius of the propellers, R, the lateral distance from motor to
motor, d, the diagonal distance from motor to motor, B, and the altitude of the aircraft, z [16].
This creates the ratio of thrust in ground effect to out of ground effect. Realistically this value
will hardly make a difference in the flights that this aircraft will experience, but it is nevertheless
included to produce a more complete analysis.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Design and Setup

3.1 Battery Experiments
To accomplish a complete understanding of the limitations and characteristics of the
batteries utilized in the code, the battery packs were first tested through a series of charge and
discharge cycles. This was accomplished by taking advantage of a commercially available
battery discharger with accompanying software, a battery charger, and post processing and
behavior equation creation. The battery discharger used for the experiments and limit testing for
this experiment is the SKYRC BD200 200 Watt 35 Amp variable discharger. This specific
discharger was chosen due to it being able to discharge the battery packs to specified end
voltages, at specified constant current, and it comes with its own software that collects the data to
allow for post processing. The software for the discharger is SKYRC Battery Discharger and
Analyzer. This software allows for the user to set their desired discharge requirements as well as
select the chemistry of the pack, whether it is nickel based or lithium based, and pack voltage
designated by the number of cells. This entire system is capable of testing a single pack at a time
by plugging the battery directly into the discharger, which is compatible with an Xt60 battery
connection, and then plug directly into a computer by the use of a USB micro B to USB type A
cord. With the system connected together and the SKYRC software running, the battery
specifications and the desired test parameters were input, and then starts the discharge. An
example for battery specifications and parameters for one of the tests completed is shown in the
figure below.
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Figure 3.1.1 Battery testing inputs for SKYRC discharger

This program will run this test until it reaches the discharge end voltage per cell. This is meant to
prevent any permanent damage to the battery packs, as well as to reduce the risk of the pack
expanding or catching fire. Once the analysis was completed, the data was saved through the
program. This data was output in the form of a text file. The procedure that was followed here
was to create a MATLAB script that was able to isolate the important information within the file
and present it in a usable form (refer to the appendix for the script). The information that needs
to be isolated is the end voltage, current draw, and capacity consumed as these are the driving
forces for the battery equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.3.
The next portion of the battery testing was the charging portion of the test. To do this, a
simple balance charger was needed for the charging of the battery packs. For the experiments
completed here, a GoolRC B6 Mini Professional Balance Charger/Discharger was used. The
only real requirements for the charger was that it is capable of doing a balance charge, it was
able to charge the type of battery being used, and it was able to handle the size of the pack being
charged. When performing these charging sections of the test, it was important that the pack was
being charged evenly, i.e. each cell was being charged at the same rate, and that the pack itself
was being charged at a consistent rate and to a consistent end voltage. The rates to charge the
packs are referred to as a “C” rating. Each “C” value corresponds to the current being sent into
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the pack and compared to the capacity of the battery pack. For instance, a 3500 mAh battery
pack would have a 1C charge current of 3.5 amps and a 2C charge current of 7.0 amps. The
charging of the battery packs was done at 1C and 2C. While this did lead to the charging process
taking a relatively long time, an hour per charge for 1C and thirty minutes for 2C, the intent was
to preserve the life of the battery and ensure that a consistent charge was achieved. Higher
charging rates allow for the pack to be charged and usable in a much shorter period, but the
drawback is the pack will have an increase in temperature which can cause some issues when
proceeding to the analysis of the charge versus discharge data. One noteworthy point here is that
this particular charger does not come with a way of analyzing the charging information, so the
initial settings for the charge needed to be recorded, as well as the end voltage and capacity that
the charger claims the pack has reached.
With the completion of the charge and discharge tests, and the collection of all relevant
data depicted in the aforementioned process Microsoft Excel was used to create the equations
that will dictate the battery energy loss factor within the battery drain simulation. The idea for
this was to take the data for the battery pack being discharged at multiple rates and compare the
energy that was discharged to the energy that was needed to be put back into the pack to be
considered full. This was then plotted against the ratio of that discharge rate to the maximum
allowed discharge rate. From here, a line of best fit was created so that an input of the ratio C to
C-max is used to determine the energy loss factor. If the data has been collected properly, there
should be a noticeable trend that shows that as the discharge rate to maximum rate gets closer to
a ratio of one, the ratio of energy put into the pack to energy taken out of the pack increases. This
is what is going to be referred to as the energy loss factor for the rest of the paper and can be
seen in Figure 3.1.2.
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Figure 3.1.2 Energy loss factor for CPercent discharge

The reason it is referred to as the energy loss factor is because it is derived from looking at the
relationship between the energy put into the pack and the energy taken out of the pack. This
essentially allows the energy consumption to be adjusted for the presence of loss of useful
energy to heat by taking the energy that is expected to be consumed, and multiplying it by the
energy loss factor. For example, take a flight section that consumes 800 mAh and is running the
motors at a rate that is pulling 10C of current from the battery pack. Assuming the battery pack is
rated for a maximum of 15C, then the pack itself will be running on the hotter end of what would
be expected. Because of the presence of heat, the motors and avionics will be consuming the 800
mAh needed for the flight, plus some additional energy converted into thermal energy. In the
case of the packs used here, the energy loss would be approximately 1.22 leading to a total
energy consumption of about 978 mAh.
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Besides determining the energy loss factor trend for the battery pack, another important
piece of information to be determined was a cut-off voltage to maximize the use of the battery
pack. To do this, the battery pack was discharged at 1C to reduce any loss of energy to heat and
discharge the pack to different end voltages. What was being looked at here is the voltage over
time curve being produced by the analyzer software. From here two things need to be looked at.
First, the cut-off voltage needs to be higher than what the program dictates as the critical voltage
that leads to the discharger being shut off. If the cut-off voltage is set below this value in the
simulation, then it runs the risk of consuming energy that is not actually available to the aircraft,
which could lead to a false prediction of performance. The second objective from this step was to
find a voltage that allows for the most amount of energy to be consumed. The cut-off voltage that
was being pursued is meant to be as close as possible to what the program dictates as the critical
voltage without getting to that point. Once this was found, this process was repeated multiple
times to verify that it was the cut-off voltage for that current draw and perform the same test with
higher current draw. This was the last piece needed to model the battery related aspects of the
simulation.

3.2 Dynamometer Testing
With the completion of the battery analysis and testing to determine the performance and
range of the battery packs being used, the next step was to acquire the performance information
for the motor and prop combinations of the aircraft. To do this, a dynamometer (dyno) test
needed to be completed. The objective of this test was to determine how the motor would
respond to the introduction of a ppm signal, as well as how much thrust and torque would be
produced from the motor and propeller combination at said signal. This is important for
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estimating the performance of the aircraft and for ensuring that the best combination is picked.
To complete this test, the use of a test stand and accompanying software was needed. The test
stand used in this case was the series 1580 test stand from Tyto Robotics. This stand allows the
user to screw a motor directly onto the mount and have it connected through the electronics on
the stand to a computer where the software will be used. The software that was used is
RCBenchmark. This software allows for the collection of data on the full range of RPM for a
motor. With the test stand set up and the software running, the combination of hardware being
tested was picked. It should be noted that during the testing of the motors, the limitations of the
motor designated by the manufacturer as well as the motor’s health should have been monitored
better. The initial motor was tested outside of its designed range and was operated for an
extended period at a relatively high RPM. This made the motor catch fire and a second motor
needed to be brought in to finish the testing.
Ideally it is best to test the motor with multiple battery packs that vary in nominal voltage
as well as with different propellers that vary in both pitch and diameter. The batteries were
designated by “S” values. These refer to the number of cells in series for the battery pack. Each
cell in series has a value of 3.7 nominal volts. For this case the motor was tested with four
different propellers and with a 4S and 5S battery pack, leading to an overall number of eight
different tests. This test was completed with a 2450 kV motor and the following propellers:
6050, 6043, 5131, and 5043. As indicated by the first two numbers in each propeller
identification, the focus was on 6.0-inch and around 5.0-inch diameter propellers. This selection
was made because of the size limitations of the platform. Also as indicated by the propeller
identification, the selected propellers vary in pitch as shown in the final two numbers of the
labels. This pitch describes the distance that the propeller would travel through a soft surface
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with one complete revolution. In the case here, the pitch ranges from 3.1 inches to 5.0 inches.
With a propeller selected and mounted to the motor, and with a battery pack plugged into the test
stand, the test was performed. The idea was to be able to determine the full range of RPM for the
motor by running it from no throttle up to the full throttle. This allowed for the analysis of the
motor and propeller combination performance with respect to the coefficient of static power
(CP0) and coefficient of static thrust (CT0). These are the two dimensionless properties that will
allow for the different combinations to be easily compared. The best way to perform this test was
to slowly step up from zero throttle to the maximum throttle by increments of ten or five percent
change in ppm signal, while making sure to pause at each increment for a few seconds. Once full
throttle was reached, the throttle was stepped back down to rest following the same procedure
with the increments so that a profile for the full range of the motor could be recorded. This
process was repeated a few times for each combination to check for consistency and then
everything was repeated for the next combination of motor, propeller, and battery while making
sure to let the motor cool down between tests.
With the collection of the data for the propulsion system combinations completed, it was
now time for the data processing and to put the data into a format that can be used for the
simulation. Before analyzing the data, there was some information about the tested combinations
and about the testing environment that needed to be considered. This information would be the
propeller diameters, air temperature, air density, and air pressure during testing. The software
recorded information such as thrust produced, voltage delivered, current draw, time, torque,
speed (RPM), power draw, and vibration. The best way to isolate this data was to take the Excel
file output from the RCBenchmark software and pull it into a MATLAB script and isolate each
column and define them as their own variable matching what they are called within the file.
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From here, the electrical power column was converted into foot-pound per second by multiplying
550

it by 746. If the objective was to determine the CT0 and CP0 for the combinations, equation 2.1.6
would be used to generate a plot with CT0 and CP0 as a function of motor speed. While this
relationship is important to understand and to record, it will not be the driving force in this
portion of the simulation. The driving force will be from generating two equations from this data.
These equations are speed as a function of thrust and electrical power as a function of motor
speed. Before jumping into the functions, there was some setup that needed to be done to
generate usable data. As noted previously in the description of the dyno testing procedure, the
motor is started out at rest and goes to full throttle, then back down to rest again. This leads to
some overlap in the data since you go up and down the range of the motor. This overlap needs to
be removed before proceeding. To do this, the location within the data matrix at which the motor
has reached full throttle was found and then all data columns after was cut so that it ends at that
point. This created a new matrix that covers the full range of the system without having overlap
that would otherwise harm the simulation data. With the data having been cut to length, the
motor speed needed to be plotted against the thrust. This data needed to be converted into a
usable equation, one in the form of motor speed as a function of thrust as stated before. Many
different methods can be used here, what ended up being used for this thesis is a Newtonian
method for creating a trend line, creating a third order Newtonian equation. Third order was
picked due to the line for the equation following the data relatively well and for not being an
excessive and unrealistic level of accuracy. This was done by utilizing the “polyfit” and
“polyval” functions written into MATLAB. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.2.1,
depicting the motor speed as a function of thrust for the 6050 propeller and a 4S battery pack.
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Figure 3.2.1 Motor speed as a function of thrust for 6050 propeller and 4S battery
combination
The next set of data that needed to be plotted was electrical power against motor speed.
An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.2.2, which shows the electrical power as a function of
motor speed for the 6050 propeller and 4S battery pack combination.

Figure 3.2.2 Electrical power as a function of motor speed for 6050 propeller and 4S
battery combination
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From here the process of creating a third order Newtonian equation was repeated to get
the desired equation of electrical power as a function of motor speed. Both equations are vital for
the simulation and thus needed to be kept for later.

3.3 Real-world Flights Data
To verify the prediction of performance for the simulation, there needed to be some realworld flight data collected. To do this, a series of flight tests were performed using a multi-rotor
aircraft that has the ability to either send out the flight data or to store it in a way that it is easily
pulled from the aircraft. The aircraft used in this case was a custom multi-rotor utilizing the
Pixhawk Mini as the flight controller. This aircraft is paired with a simple airframe and high kV
motors to perform the flights needed. The aircraft used can be seen in Figure 3.3.1 below.

ESC

Motor/
Propeller

Pixhawk
Mini

Battery

Figure 3.3.1 Multi-rotor aircraft used for real-world data acquisition
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The Pixhawk Mini was picked since it is small enough to fit in the airframe that was picked and
the Pixhawk flight controller allows for the relatively easy storing and reading of flight data.
Shown in Figure 3.3.2 is the Pixhawk Mini used on the multi-rotor aircraft.

Figure 3.3.2 Pixhawk Mini flight controller

Each time the aircraft is armed, the flight controller considers this a flight and begins to write a
flight log file onto a micro SD card. This SD card is easily removed and can be plugged into a
computer and have the log files transferred over. An example of the output of these log files can
be seen in Figures 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5.

Figure 3.3.3 Euler angles for complete aircraft flight
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Figure 3.3.4 Input controls from the pilot

Figure 3.3.5 Battery health throughout the flight

It should be noted that due to the lack of training and experience of the pilot, the range for pitch
angles and pitch control inputs are not in the range that would be expected. This was due to the
aircraft needing to be flown backward when heading towards the pilot. An additional reason for
the choice for going with the Pixhawk was the ground station software that accompanies it,
QGroundControl. This software allows for real-time monitoring of the aircraft, as well as being
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able to adjust a multitude of performance related settings of the aircraft and be able to plan an
autonomous flight. This software ended up being a helpful tool when analyzing and
understanding how the aircraft was performing throughout a flight.
The purpose of the real-world flights was to be able to test the limitations of the
simulation and to make sure that it would be able to accurately predict any flight that is run
through it. Many flights needed to be flown to make sure this was the case. These flights were
supposed to be performed through the flight controller’s autopilot to ensure that the same
mission is flown every time and that there is a reduction in the variation between each flight.
Unfortunately, the autopilot was not functional, so each flight was flown manually. The failure to
achieve mission autonomy is possibly due to magnetic interference from the GPS being located
near the other electronics or from the GPS unit being faulty. This did add some uncertainty to the
results, but a considerable amount of care was used to make sure that each flight was well within
a comparable range to each other. These flights were flown at various but constant speeds that
will be denoted as “slow” and “fast”; these are also key pieces for the mixed flight. The first
thing to determine was at what speed the aircraft would be operating at when it is flying a “slow”
paced mission and that of a “fast” paced mission. This was done by flying the aircraft and seeing
what the airframe and motors can take, and what are reasonable expectations. For the case here,
the “slow” case was assumed to be around four meters per second. This was a reasonable speed
of the aircraft to go when traveling the relatively small flight path that was determined and
plotted out. For the case of a “fast” sprint, it was determined that around 11 meters per second
was a reasonable speed to use. The aircraft was able to handle much higher speeds, but the skills
of the pilot were limited and did not support flights at higher air speeds. After the flight speeds
were determined, the flight path needed to be plotted and flown. Due to the limitations in space,
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the path here followed three main points oriented in a triangle, with the aircraft going from point
to point until it reached the starting waypoint. This loop was repeated three times leading to a
total of ten waypoints to complete the overall flight for each speed case. The points themselves
vary slightly in elevations and are all at relatively low altitude to ensure safety when flying. The
flight path is shown in Figure 3.3.6 below.

Figure 3.3.6 GPS view of flight path for real-world tests

With the flight path determined, there were several different flights that were flown to
cover the majority of possibilities for what the simulation could face. These flights were flown
with every combination of propeller and battery that was to be used in the simulation. For this
case, each flight speed scenario was performed with both a 4S and 5S battery pack as well as the
6043, 6050, 5131, and 5043 propellers tested during the dyno testing. The first set of flights
completed were a set of hover flights to check to see if the simulation can properly predict the
overall endurance of the aircraft under a constant load. These hover flights were performed at
both a low altitude, roughly 3 centimeters from the ground, and high altitude at around 5 meters.
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While 5 meters is not high altitude, it does exceed the effective range of the ground-effect for
this size aircraft, so it works. These flights were done with a full battery and flown until the flight
controller determines that the battery level has reached the predetermined critical level. This
critical voltage level is programmed directly into the flight controller through QGroundControl.
The critical battery level is programmed into the flight controller with the help of
QGroundControl. This is when the aircraft will land on its own and allow for understanding the
best-case scenario for endurance of both the aircraft and the simulation. The next set of flights
followed the flight path that is laid out in Figure 3.3.2. These flights experienced a crosswind of
6 m/s north-north-east, temperature of 84°F, air pressure of 28.9in Hg, and 41% humidity on the
day of testing. While these flights share roughly the same flight path, the flights themselves
differ in the aircraft configuration and the speed in which each leg of the path is completed. The
flights performed were a slow flight, a fast flight, and a mixed flight. The slow flight is meant for
the aircraft to complete the entire flight while maintaining roughly a 6 m/s linear velocity.
Similar to the slow flight, the fast flight requires the aircraft to complete the flight by
maintaining a certain linear speed. In this case that speed is roughly 11 m/s. For the mixed flight,
it is a combination of the slow and fast as stated before. The total list of flight tests completed
can be seen below in Table 3.3.1.
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Table 3.3.1 Verification Flight Test List
Propeller
6050
6050
6043
6043
5131
5131
5131
5131
5043
5043
5043
5043

Battery
4S
4S
4S
4S
4S
4S
5S
5S
4S
4S
5S
5S

Profile
Fast (11 m/s)
High Alt hold
Slow (6 m/s)
High Alt hold
High Alt hold
Fast (11 m/s)
Slow (6 m/s)
Mixed
High Alt hold
Fast (11 m/s)
Slow (6 m/s)
Mixed

With the flights completed, it was time to take the log files and turn them into a usable
file format for post-processing through MATLAB. The log files that the Pixhawk outputs are
ULG files and to properly use them, they needed to be converted into CSV files. The best way to
do this was to utilize Python and the pyulog script pulled from Github. Once both Python and the
pyulog conversion script is downloaded and running, it allowed for calling of the log files and
convert them straight to CSV files. The converted files contained important information from the
onboard sensors that were collected during the flight. Unlike the log files for the battery testing,
this information was broken up into their respective columns and it was relatively easy to isolate
the important information. The information that needed to be isolated was the flight time, energy
consumption, power draw, flight angles, and acceleration in each direction. These values were
used to essentially recreate the flight within the simulation. Due to the log files starting at the
moment the aircraft is armed, there needed to be a method of synchronizing the flight
information with he simulated flight. This was done by only considering the flight data after the
point in which an elevation change has occurred. This ensured that both the simulated and real-
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world flights start at liftoff. The roll angle, pitch angle, and acceleration data are able to be put
directly into the flight equation 2.1.9, along with the corresponding flight times for these events.
This created the power and timelines for the flight and it could be processed like normal to
determine the power draw for both the stages and for the overall flight. These values were then
able to be compared to the power draw and energy consumption values pulled from the log files
to check the accuracy of the simulation. The values from the simulation were relatively close to
that of the log files, with some added inaccuracies due to the nature of the simulation.
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Chapter 4: Numerical Design

4.1 Creating the Simulation
The overview and interaction of each element of the flight simulation can be seen in
Figure 4.1.1. Note that each block within the flowchart depicted represents its own subroutine
and within these subroutines, there are additional subroutines to manage. Each subroutine is
broken down and graphically shown in its own figure, in its respective sections of this thesis.

Figure 4.1.1 Broad visual overview of the battery simulation process

Before getting into the details of the simulation and how it needed to be structured, it
helped to start out with some initial settings. The first setting was to insert the ability to save and
to open the flights being run through the simulation. This allowed for the ability to view the
flights in the future without having to re-run the simulation again. This was be done by simply
using a series of “if” conditional statements in the beginning of the simulation to see if there are
any saved files for previous flights in the working directory. If there were files, the relevant files
for the aircraft and the flight were pulled in so that the simulation could be run again. To save the
files, a user input was used at the very end of the simulation that allowed for the aircraft and
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flight files to be saved if desired. The next setting was to have a library of values for the different
aircraft configurations hard-coded in. By doing this, the choices could be presented to the user as
options for what can be picked as the aircraft specifications. These choices would be for the
battery, propeller, motor, and anything else that is able to be changed on the aircraft. The
corresponding performance and weight information linked to the user’s choice to make sure that
there were no errors in the flow of the code. Some input data was converted to SI units in order
to match the rest of the units. To see where the user inputs are being utilized within the
simulation, refer to Figure 4.1.2 which shows a detailed view of the calculations subroutine
depicted within Figure 4.1.1.

Figure 4.1.2 Visual overview of calculations subroutine
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The first thing that needed to be done in the simulation was to identify values that will be
needed to describe the aircraft. Some of these values were tied to the user choice that were
described in the initial settings, while others were general measurements and values tied to the
aircraft airframe. The first value that needed to be included in this section was the mass of the
aircraft in grams. It is important that this is considered the empty mass of the aircraft without the
propeller. This means this would be the total mass of the airframe, avionics, and in the case of
this experiment, the motors. It is within reason to have the motors not included in this section
and have them included with the user input choices later. However, in the case of this experiment
only one motor type was used so the mass will be included. This was hard-coded in because this
mass will be the foundation on which the user choices will be added onto. The next set of
information that needed to be included is centered around the geometry of the aircraft. This was
the diagonal distance from motor to motor as well as the lateral distance from motor to motor.
This is important when calculating the ground effect on the aircraft and it was input in meters.
Continuing with aircraft information, voltage limitation ranges were set. This was broken down
to voltage per cell so that it was able to be applied to any battery if the cell information is known.
This would include the maximum voltage per cell, the nominal voltage, and the minimum
voltage. The most important values here are the minimum voltage and maximum voltage. When
doing the battery drain portion of the simulation, it was assumed that the battery is at full
capacity, therefore it will be at the maximum voltage. The minimum voltage was used during the
battery drain portion as well as a critical voltage level. This will be explained more in detail in
the battery drain section of this thesis. The next set of information needed centered around
environmental constants, these being the acceleration due to gravity and the standard air density
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at sea level. These became important when determining the power needed to complete the
different thrust stages of flight.
Before getting into the information processing and the simulation itself, the user needed
to enter some information that was used to round out the simulation’s understanding of the
aircraft. The first item that the user needed to input information about was the battery. Following
the setting mentioned earlier, a library of batteries was created and available for when the user
selected a battery. The following information needed to be stored and known about the battery:
capacity, mass, number of cells in series, energy loss factor curves, and the maximum rated
discharge current. This information helped both with the modeling of the battery and the force
equations that dictate power consumption. The next set of information that needed to be entered
by the user was the specifications of the propellers being used, again through a selection menu
that is pulled the information from a library of information. The important information here was
the propeller diameter, mass, and the corresponding thrust to propeller speed and propeller speed
to electrical power equations that were developed during the motor and propeller experimental
testing. This will conclude the user input for aircraft information; the next series of inputs will be
for the flight being modeled.
When modeling the flight, it was important to make sure that as much information about
the flight was included as possible. Without a full understanding of the mission and of the path,
the simulation would not have been able to properly model what the power requirements would
be for the aircraft, leading to an inaccurate prediction. Before getting started, the process
described here does not consider changes in terrain or terrain elevation, meaning that the
landscape is assumed to be relatively flat or has little to no effect on the performance of the
aircraft. The first order of business was to determine the number of waypoints in the flight path,
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or simply the number of destinations to reach throughout the duration of the flight. It was
important to make sure to include the starting location as the first waypoint. This home location
would become important in many upcoming calculations. With this, there could also be the
inclusion of an option for the aircraft to return home. This allowed the simulation to add the
additional waypoint to home. With this added in, there was also an option for assigning one of
two mission priorities: either to make sure the aircraft makes it home, or complete as much of the
mission as possible. The inclusion of a return home point will automatically place the priority as
the aircraft returning home.
With the number of waypoints set, it was time to assign the appropriate information to the
flight towards each waypoint. It was important that the simulation is programmed in a way that it
can keep track of which waypoint it was at and if it has reached home when that was the desired
outcome. This was done by adding a simple counter to the loop that collected the information for
each waypoint. If the aircraft is not meant to return home, this loop would continue until the
counter has exceeded the number of waypoints desired. In the event of returning to home, when
the counter reaches the number of waypoints, then the simulation will output a text line notifying
the user that the next set of information is for the current waypoint to home. The first order of
business was to determine the desired flight time between each waypoint, entered in seconds.
This would become a key piece in determining the desired velocity between each waypoint.
Granted, the simulation can be programmed in a way that the velocity is entered directly instead
but it was found that it would be more user friendly to have it be a flight time instead of the
velocity. It was found that it is easier to visualize the flight if considering a target time to reach a
point rather than to try and visualize the speed of the aircraft, especially if the user is not used to
using the metric system. The next key piece of information to be entered was the flight altitude at
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each waypoint. This was used to determine whether the aircraft would be under ground-effect.
The ground-effect threshold varies depending on the size of the UAV and the size of the
propellers on the system, but it tends to be about one-meter in altitude for the small-scale UAV
used as the model in these experiments. It is likely that the flight will exceed the one-meter
threshold in which ground-effect is important, but it is best to be as thorough as possible. The
next set of information needed about the flight path was the locations of the waypoints. This
information was entered in the form of a heading and a distance from the previous waypoint to
the next waypoint. When addressing the heading, the industry standard for navigational heading
was used, this being North, East, Down (NED). North is zero degrees, East is ninety degrees,
South is one hundred eighty degrees, and West is two hundred and seventy degrees. The final
piece of information for the waypoints is the time that the aircraft will spend hovering at each
point. Even if the aircraft is meant to pass through a waypoint, the time needs to be entered so
that the flight path and profile will be created properly.
With the flight path information entered in by the user and organized by the code, the
weather conditions needed to be factored in. Before progressing further, some assumptions
needed to be declared. The first assumption was that the only weather factor that is affecting the
aircraft is the existence of wind. This wind is assumed to be acting in a constant direction and at
a constant speed at all points within the flight path. Building off the assumption that the terrain
does not affect the performance of the aircraft, it was assumed that the terrain also does not
change the value of the wind. First the simulation needed to verify with the user on whether there
was wind present during the flight. If there was wind, the wind speed needed to be recorded.
Following the recommendations, this was entered as meters per second. The other set of
information for the wind was the direction of the wind. This user value for direction followed the
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same format as heading to keep things consistent. With the wind direction information entered, it
was time to adjust the heading angles into the same format that the trigonometric functions use.
To do this, the value needed to be adjusted based on which quadrant of the standard cartesian
coordinate system it was in. The objective here was to adjust North to represent ninety degrees,
East to zero degrees, South to two hundred seventy degrees, and finally West to one hundred
eighty degrees. To explain how to adjust the wind direction appropriately, please reference the
Table 4.1.1 below.

Table 4.1.1 Directional adjustments for navigational to quadratic angles
Angle Quadrant

Direction Adjustment

I

90 - Wind Direction/Heading

II

450 - Wind Direction/Heading

III

450 - Wind Direction/Heading

IV

450 - Wind Direction/Heading

The final set of information needed about the weather conditions was the relationship of the air
density to the standard density of air at sea level, denoted as σ. This was entered as a decimal
value so that it could be utilized for adjusting the propeller performance equations for different
air densities.
With the completion of user inputs, the simulation could begin processing the
information and performing the appropriate calculations. The first calculation performed was the
desired velocity for each sprint section between the waypoints, which was assumed to not be
under acceleration. This was accomplished by taking the distance between the waypoints,
reduced by three meters, and dividing it by the desired travel time between the waypoints. The
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reduction in the waypoint distance is due to the beginning and ending portion of this flight
section experiencing acceleration. This produces an assumed constant ground speed for the
aircraft to travel. The reasoning behind reducing the distance by three meters is due to the
assumption that it will take the aircraft approximately one and a half meters to go from rest to the
desired velocity and then the same distance to come to rest. This method works best for airspeeds
under 20 m/s. It was important to take these sections of increase and decrease in thrust into
account so that the power profile of the flight is more accurate. With the location information for
each waypoint being given in the form of a heading and a distance, it was important to convert
this to a standard x and y position. The first waypoint was set as the origin to simplify
calculations. From here, it was a matter of using trigonometric identities to determine the change
in x and y from the given information and building it up from waypoint to waypoint. For
instance, when going to waypoint two the heading will be treated as an angle in a triangle and the
distance as the hypotenuse. Using sine and cosine will give the x and y information and add it to
the values for the previous waypoint which is waypoint one at the origin. This will be repeated
for each waypoint to ensure that the location is being tracked. After the x and y coordinate data
for each waypoint were determined, the distance to waypoint one needed to be determined. This
is for the case in which the user has determined that the aircraft returning home is the main
priority. It was assumed that this path home will be a straight line since it should be the shortest
distance home and, under the circumstances that dictate the aircraft to go home, this is almost
required. Since the home location is at the origin, the x and y information were the main driving
force for calculating this distance. x and y were treated as the legs of a right triangle and used to
calculate the hypotenuse length, producing the straight-line distance to home. Another
requirement for this was the heading home which also utilized the x and y information of the
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waypoint. To calculate the heading home, the tangent of the x length over the y length was taken,
and 180° was added to the result to return the correct global heading. A matrix was made for
both the distances home and for the heading home.
Going back to the aircraft itself, the overall mass was calculated. With the selection of the
battery and the propeller, the simulation matched the respective masses to the choices and
summed with airframe mass to get the total mass. With the mass, the weight was then able to be
calculated by multiplying it by the acceleration due to gravity. With the selection of the battery,
the voltage limitation was able to be calculated. Since the minimum, nominal, and maximum
values of voltage were programmed in as a function of the battery series rating (S value), this
was a simple multiplication to get the appropriate voltage levels. Since the propeller specs were
in inches, it needed to be converted over to meters. Finally, with the air density ratio to sea level,
the air density was calculated so that the propeller performance equations would be accurate.
The first major step in creating the flight within the simulation was to set up the timeline
that it will follow. To do this, the time for each section of flight needed to be determined.
Fortunately, most of the flight section flight times had been input by the user, which only leaves
the time needed for climbing to the initial flight altitude, the time for landing at the end of the
flight, the time to get up to speed, and the time to come to a stop at a waypoint. These values
were hard-coded in and assumed to be constant from flight to flight. The time to climb and land
are two seconds while the time to reach flight speed and to come to a stop is one second. This
was done to keep flights consistent from one flight to the next, especially since there were
already variations in flight with the aircraft having to be manually flown. The idea for organizing
the timeline was to start with the climb phase, go into a hover, and then start the flight sequence
going from waypoint to waypoint. This sequence consists of the information entered by the user
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in the following order: section dedicated to getting up to speed, constant velocity sprint, slowing
down to rest, and then hover at the waypoint. This sequence was repeated for each traverse leg
until the final waypoint is reached, which the landing phase would be added after the hover. The
array created by ordering these phases of the flight is a list consisting of the lengths of time to
complete each phase. Since this is not a usable format for a timeline, it needed to be converted
over to a format that shows the change in time of the flight. This can be done several ways; in the
attached code it was done by creating a new array and each cell in the array will be the sum of
the corresponding cell in the phase and its predecessors. The result should be a time array that
spans the entire flight and contains the starting time of each phase, rather than the time length of
each phase.
With the conclusion of the timeline, the line representing the power requirements for the
flight was created. To better understand the process, refer to Figure 4.1.3 for the flowchart
depicting the thrust calculations subroutine first shown in Figure 4.1.2.

Figure 4.1.3 Visual overview of thrust calculations subroutine

Before the power levels could be calculated though, the force requirements for the aircraft need
to be calculated. Due to the geometry of the aircraft used in these experiments, most of the drag
is applied to the propellers. Following standard practice for modeling of a propeller, the
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propellers are treated as cylinders with a coefficient of drag valued at 1.2. Due to the shape of the
batteries the batteries being a rectangular prism, they are treated as a rectangular box with a
coefficient of drag valued at 0.8. The difficulty here was determining the reference area that is
being affected by the wind. Standard reference area for a propeller is simply the disk area of the
propeller, in the case of a multi-rotor this will need to be multiplied by the number of propellers.
Since multi-rotor aircraft must be tilted forward to fly forward, the angle of attack for the
aircraft needed to be determined. It was assumed that the aircraft would be operating at a
constant angle of attack and that it is equivalent to what the stabilized flight mode for this
Pixhawk allows as the maximum angle. This is to reduce computational time for the computer
running the simulation and to allow for a more repeatable case during the manual flights for
verification. The default maximum pitch angle for the Pixhawk’s flight controller used is
approximately fifteen degrees, so that was used in this case. Since the aircraft is pitched forward,
this also changed the reference area used in the drag calculations. To account for this, the
reference area was multiplied by the sine of the pitch angle. This allowed for if the pitch angle is
at zero, (i.e., the aircraft is at a hover and not actively counteracting the drag induced by wind)
the wind will not be hitting the reference area and an increase in the angle will increase the
amount of the reference area exposed to the drag effects. The final contributing factor for
determining the reference area under effect of drag was to consider the direction of the wind and
the direction in which the aircraft is heading. Since it was assumed that the aircraft is taking a
straight path from waypoint to waypoint, the heading information between each waypoint, and
thus the wind information, will remain constant here. This means that the flight path information
can be looked at as sections instead of as small-time increments like the rest of the code.
Determining the reference area under the effects of drag followed a similar process to that as the
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pitch, meaning that an angle of exposure for the aircraft was determined and the cosine of said
angle was multiplied by the reference angle from the pitch calculations. To find the exposure
angle, the heading was subtracted from the wind direction. Putting all this information together,
the affected area due to wind of the propellers was calculated. This was crucial in the drag
portion of the flight equations during the next step.
Calculating the thrust needed for the different stages of flight was determined by how
many motors are on the aircraft and the flight equations that govern how an aircraft travels
through the air. It is worth noting that every thrust calculation will be referred to as an overall
thrust requirement, but the value will be divided by the number of motors, in this case it is four.
The goal of this section was to determine how much thrust is needed by each individual motor
with the assumption that each motor shares the load evenly. While the focus is only the
requirements of one motor now, all motors will be accounted for in later power draw
calculations.
To begin the thrust calculations, the thrust phases that do not require major calculations,
i.e., hover, take-off, and landing, were isolated. In the case of hovering, it was assumed that the
motors need to output the same amount of thrust as the aircraft’s weight. Take-off needs to be a
value higher than the weight but also at a low enough value that the aircraft does not launch itself
into the sky uncontrollably. Through brief testing, it was found that for this aircraft the take-off
thrust was about one hundred and six percent of the weight for an even take-off. The landing
sequence needed to be a value less than the aircraft weight and for this aircraft it was found to be
about ninety-six percent of the weight for a steady landing sequence. Keeping track of the thrust
for the different stages was important when moving forward, thus a series of arrays or a matrix to
track the thrust for each phase was created.
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Part of the required thrust by the motors is for overcoming the drag on the aircraft, both
from the presence of wind and from the aircraft moving through the air. These were calculated
separately at first but were added to the thrust requirements later. For the drag due to linear
flight, it followed equation 2.4.7 and utilized the velocity during that stage of flight, the air
density, coefficient of drag of the propellers, and the areas of the propellers for forward flight.
The drag from the wind followed equation 2.4.7 and used the same values except for the area
which was the exposure area to the wind that was calculated earlier, and velocity which was the
wind speed. As described in the Governing Flight Equations section, the thrust requirements for
the sprint sections of flight followed standard flight equations with the assumptions that there is
no rolling moment, no yawing moment, no acceleration, and all required force is being produced
by the motors. As shown in equation 2.4.5 the equation summed the force vector needed to
maintain the speed in the X-axis, overcoming drag from both wind and flight, and the required
force needed for the elevation change between waypoints. Given that this section of the sprint is
not under acceleration, then the section for rest-to-traverse speed and traverse-to-rest speed
needed to be calculated, these were designated as “ramp up” and “ramp down” respectively. This
section follows equation 2.4.6 and accounts for the acceleration change as well as the drag
during this section. This stage does not account for changes in elevation since it was assumed
that the elevation change occurs during the steady flight section. Finally, these thrust forces are
in Newtons and since the motor and propeller performance equations were created using
Imperial units, Newtons needed to be converted into pounds force.
With the thrust required for each stage calculated, it was time to calculate the
corresponding power needed for each stage of flight. Here is where the force to propeller speed
and propeller speed to power equations that were developed in the motor and propeller testing
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were utilized. Since there were multiple tests completed, leading to a unique equation for each
combination, a function was created that will house each combination of equations. This function
takes the inputs of the battery series information, the propeller choice, and the air density. The
battery and propeller information narrow down the choices in equations and the air density was
used in making those equations to ensure that they are as accurate as possible. The function
returned the coefficients for the force-to-propeller speed and propeller speed to power equations
back into the simulation. Taking the thrust value for each stage and entering it first into the force
to propeller speed equation to get the required propeller speed for the motor. Then that propeller
speed value is taken and input into the propeller speed to power equation to determine the
required power draw for the motor during that stage of flight. Since the thrust load is being
shared evenly to all motors, the power draw for each stage needed to be multiplied by the
number of motors on the aircraft, for this instance it is four. In the case of this experiment, both
the 6050 propeller and the 6043 propeller performed better than equation 2.3.1 predicted. This
difference in performance is seen in the comparison of the raw flight data to one of its simulated
counterparts. Shown in Figure 4.1.4 is the raw flight power profile from one of the ten waypoint
flights using the 6050 propeller and a 4S battery pack.
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Figure 4.1.4 Power profile of real-world flight of 6050 propeller

The main areas looked at here is what the average power draw is and what the overall energy
consumption for the flight. As seen in the plot, the average power across the flight was about
120W and from the post-processing data it was found that the overall energy consumption was
about 295 mAh. Looking at the simulated power levels before adjustments, Figure 4.1.5 has the
average power draw of around 220W, which is much higher than the original prediction. This
simulated run also had the overall consumption of 555 mAh.
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Figure 4.1.5 Power profile of simulated 6050 propeller before adjustment

Since the power draw in the simulation was much higher than what was recorded, it needed to be
adjusted to align with what was recorded. By comparing the power differences in the flight
power levels depicted in Figure 4.1.4 and Figure 4.1.5, and the additional flights with the 6050
propeller, there was a very clear trend appearing. Each flight resulted in the simulated power
levels being approximately 1.8 times higher than the recorded power levels. This became an
adjustment factor for the 6050 flights by taking the total list of power and dividing it by the 1.8.
This adjusted power profile is shown in Figure 4.1.6.
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Figure 4.1.6 Power profile of simulated 6050 propeller after adjustment

As shown in Figure 4.1.6, the power level shifts down from the 210W stated before and goes
down to roughly 125W. This shift in power also leads to the overall energy consumption of
around 307 mAh. While both values are still slightly higher than the recorded values, they are
now comparable. The same process of determining the power level differences and adjusting the
levels was repeated for the simulated flights for the 6043 propellers. In the case for the 6043
propellers, the adjustment factor was 1.35. This process can be further utilized for all flight
system combinations as a form of tuning the simulation. This is done by isolating the sections of
steady flight for both the raw flight power draw and the simulated draw and then comparing the
values as a ratio to determine a multiplicative factor. The final step to getting the power ready to
send to the estimation part of the simulation was to create the power array. This array was meant
to keep the different power stages in chronological order within the flight. This followed the
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same process that was used when initially getting the timeline set up and put in order. With this
final step done, the creation of the flight and the prediction part of the simulation could now
begin.
To understand the battery simulation and the components that make it work, refer to
Figure 4.1.7 showing the subroutine first mentioned in Figure 4.1.1 in the simulation overview.

Figure 4.1.7 Visual overview of the battery simulation subroutine

The first step was to make the graphical representation of the flight path. This allowed the user to
have a three-dimensional view of the complete flight path. This would also allow the simulation
to be able to show where the aircraft will end up if it runs out of energy before reaching its
destination. Since the idea was to set the take-off location as the origin, the distance to home
information calculated previously were used for the x and y plotting. For the z plotting, the
altitude input from the user were used. From here the x, y, and z values were plotted together and
displayed to the user.
Another set of information displayed to the user before calculations are made was the
power profile of the entire flight. This allowed the user to be able to see the power draw for each
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section of the flight. While the main purpose of this was to show the user what is going on during
the flight, it was also a vital part of estimating the overall flight time of the aircraft during the
mission. For a visual understanding of the process and the interaction of the components within,
refer to Figure 4.1.8.

Figure 4.1.8 Visual overview of desired profile creation subroutine

It was best to perform this by using a function taking in the power line and timeline and
outputting a new timeline and power line to be plotted. The main objective for this function was
to take the power line and timeline arrays and make them match the resolution of the desired
timestep. For this case, a time step of 0.01 seconds was picked. This was due to wanting a high
temporal resolution but also wanting to maintain a reasonable size of the array to limit
computational time. These arrays were done by starting at a time of zero and then increasing the
time by the time step until the end time. This is then compared to the time array sent into the
function. During this, the power at the starting index was used to fill in the corresponding spots
in the time array until the next time in the index has been reached. Once this was done, it
continued to the next power value until the flight has been completed. With the new timeline and
power line created and sent back to the main body of the simulation, the process of plotting this
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information could be started. The time information was then converted into minutes. The new
power line and timeline were plotted so that the user could see the power draw for the flight.
Moving on from what is meant for only the user, it was time to do the actual battery drain
simulation steps. The battery drain subroutine can be seen in Figure 4.1.9, where the components
within are shown graphically.

Figure 4.1.9 Graphical overview of battery drain simulation

Like the desired profile procedure, this work was done in a function. The inputs for this function
were as follows: battery capacity, battery voltage ranges, power line, timeline, maximum C
rating, and the S rating of the battery pack. The power line and timeline from the desired profile
function were input directly into this function. The time step and a time change needed to be set
up so that it can be referred to later. The time change was compared against the overall flight
time while the time step is linked to the time change but is used as an index for the power line
and timeline. Also, both the maximum and minimum voltage needed to be pulled from the
voltage input and set up so that the cutoff voltage could be set, and the starting energy could be
calculated. For the starting energy, it is the battery capacity multiplied by the maximum voltage
of the battery. This is going along with the assumption that the flight will be starting with a full
battery. Some zero values that need to be set up from the start are the capacity used and percent
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of the battery used. There were also arrays set up so that the flight information at each step could
be tracked. These arrays are the flight time, an index, and a charge gradient. The flight time was
used so that the possible flight time can be tracked, whether it is the desired time or less. The
charge gradient was used later to help graphically show the battery levels throughout the flight
when it comes to plotting later.
There needed to be a conditional statement that dictated how the scenario would play out,
which helped with determining when to end the simulated flight. These statements were the
following: current voltage needed to be above the minimum voltage, the current time needed to
be less than or equal to the overall desired time, and the capacity available needed to be above
zero. If any of these cases was not achieved, then the function needed to be terminated. The
voltage was determined at the current time step based on how much battery capacity had been
used so far. To do this, the state of charge needs to be calculated. This is simply one minus the
quotient of the capacity used and the overall battery capacity. A full battery will produce a value
of one and an empty battery will show a value of zero here. This was where the charge gradient
that was mentioned earlier was set up so that the battery level could be shown graphically. This
was done by just setting the current spot in the charge gradient array as the state of charge value.
The state of charge value is then sent to equation 2.2.1, leading to the voltage at the current
timestep. To determine how much energy would expended during this time section, the power
needed to be pulled from the power line by using the time step index and then divide it by the
voltage in order to determine the current draw for this time. Once the current draw had been
calculated, it was to be divided by the maximum discharge rate to determine the percentage of
the maximum discharge at the moment. This percent maximum value was plugged into
equation 2.2.3 for the energy loss factor. Revisiting the power and multiplying it by the energy
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loss factor, will lead to the real power draw for this time segment and with it the current can be
recalculated. With the current recalculated equations 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 were followed to determine
a percent of the available capacity used. Multiplying this by the available capacity and this will
be the energy used.
Since the available energy is to be tracked and used for calculations, the available energy
needed to be subtracted by what was used. The total energy used was tracked. With this done, the
time step was increased by one and the time change by the predetermined time change of 0.01
seconds. This loop runs until one of the conditions mentioned before is no longer achieved i.e.,
whether it is the overall flight time is reached, there is no available energy, or the cut off voltage
has been reached. At the end of the loop, it has the time step index that was being used to pull the
power values for the time increments. This is the time where the aircraft has made it in the flight,
which is either where it failed or a confirmation that it reached the final destination. The goal
was to show this both graphically and through an output statement to the user if the mission was
a success. This time index was used to cut both the power line and timeline down to where the
value of the length matches the time index value, as shown in the process depicted in Figure
4.1.10. These two arrays were output back to the main simulation along with the charge gradient.
Similar to how the time was treated from the desired profile, the time is to be converted from
seconds to minutes.

Figure 4.1.10 Graphical overview of matrix cutting subroutine
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The new power line and timeline were plotted on top of the desired profile that was
created earlier. By plotting it this way, the user can see the point of failure during the flight. This
is where the charge gradient created is utilized and the built-in MATLAB surface function to
show the color change of the battery during the flight. This also aids in helping the user
understand the information being presented to them. The same procedure for cutting down the
lengths of the arrays can be applied to the x, y, and z information of the flight path so that the
geographical location of the flight failure can be shown. The final instance in the cut down
timeline can be returned to the user as the estimated flight time. This will be used to determine
mission completion status.
With the estimated flight time calculated, it needed to be compared to the expected final
timeline value, following the process shown in the flowchart of Figure 4.1.11.

Figure 4.1.11 Graphical overview of mission completion determination

If the estimated value was less than the expected value, then it was assumed that the flight was a
failure; if this was not the case, then it was assumed that the mission is a success. If the flight
was a failure and if the user originally stated that they want the aircraft to return home, then the
break-to-home portion of the simulation would begin. This analyzes where the flight fails and
then figures out what the last achievable waypoint was before the aircraft is not able to return
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home. This will incorporate isolating which waypoints were reached during the flight, then going
backwards and creating new flight paths from each waypoint back to the home location.

4.2 Break-to-home
To better understand how the break-to-home process is performed, refer to Figure 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2.1 Graphical overview of break-to-home subroutine

To begin the isolation of where these break-to-home locations are, the index locations for the
waypoints needed to be found within the original power line and timeline, the one that consists
of only start times. Following the system used to create the order of the phases, it is known that
the first waypoint occurs at the index value of six, and then again at each fourth index until the
end of the flight has been reached. These index values could then be used to create a new array
that will contain all the starting times for waypoints. The final flight time from the first
prediction could then be compared to the values within this array to determine which waypoints
the aircraft has reached and their corresponding starting time. Starting with the last waypoint
reached, the flight path information will be cut down to match the waypoint by using its index
value. Here a loop was set up that checked certain conditions, these conditions determined if and
how the break-to-home procedure will continue. The conditions to check are whether the aircraft
has been able to make it home, and whether or not there are any waypoints left to use as the
break-away point. From here each of the power line and timeline arrays, before the 0.01 time
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steps were introduced, needed to be cut down to length by using a series of array indices. The
power and timeline were cut down to the same length that matches the index value of the breakaway waypoint plus five. The reason for having the length of the array exceed what is needed by
five, is because these last five values are going to be filled in with new values for the new flight
path home. These five values will have their own indices so that they are able to be kept straight
and be able to be used again with the next waypoint being tested. These values correspond with
new values for the following phases: ramping up to speed, travel to home, slowing down to rest,
hovering at home, and finally the landing sequence at home. Using some simple calculations, the
time for each of these portions are found and plugged in and replaced with the old timeline
values. Due to how the distance information was set up in the beginning, the distance from each
waypoint to home is readily available and just needs to be isolated for each break-to-home
waypoint. Since this distance matrix has been cut to length, it will be the last value. Finding the
altitude information for the last waypoint is also readily available and already cut to length which
is the last value of that array. The next thing that needed to be done is to determine the heading
of the aircraft to home. This followed the same procedure as before but, remembering that the
aircraft is heading from the waypoint towards home, it is heading towards the origin. With the
heading done, the same procedure as before for calculating both the exposure angle of the wind
on the aircraft and the reference area for said exposure angle was followed. These calculations
only needed to be done for this final leg of the flight since everything up to this waypoint stayed
the same. With the newly calculated information for this section of the flight, the thrust demands
for the section home needed to be recalculated, which again will use the same equations as
before but with the new values. As should be expected, the power was then calculated the from
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the thrust and it needed to be multiplied by the number of motors. It will also be placed into the
power line in the same locations as what was replaced in the timeline.
From here the power line and timeline for the break-to-home case was created but
needed to be filled and run through the simulation. These arrays were put through the exact same
functions that were used before, these being the desired profile and the real-world scenario. If the
simulated flight time was less than the expected, meaning the flight was terminated before
reaching the final destination, then it is considered a failed mission and the next waypoint will be
tested. The loop takes care of moving onto the next waypoint and continuing. If it was the last
waypoint and the mission is still said to be a failure, then the user is notified that the mission is
considered not possible with the current configuration. In either case, the information was plotted
the same way as it was before so that the user was able to understand what the simulation is
reading and outputting. This concludes the simulation and the performance prediction. The only
thing left to do with the results is to allow the user to save information if they would like.
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Chapter 5: Results
To determine if the simulation is accurate enough to use, the first thing to look at is the
comparison of the generated power profile to that of the raw data generated during the
verification flights. This was done taking the desired power profile from the recreated flight and
plotting it on top of the raw data. To showcase this, Figures 5.1.1 through 5.1.5 shows power
profile comparisons of five of the verification flights. Before dissecting the information
contained in the figure, it should be noted that the simulated power level for each stage is meant
to represent the average power draw during that stage. With that said, it will not account for
every spike and dip that is seen in the raw data. The spikes and dips that the simulation is
concerned about are the ones that represent the shifts in the aircraft acceleration between flight
stages, i.e., the spikes during the beginning of a sprint section and the dips during the
deceleration at the end of a sprint section. After the simulated flight was determined to be
accurate in predicting the correct shape of the power profile, the overall energy consumptions
were compared. The objective was to have the percent error for overall energy consumption to be
within five-percent. This being both a standard error for simulations and what was believed to be
an achievable level of accuracy.
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Figure 5.1.1 Power comparison for 6050 4S fast traverse flight

As shown in Figure 5.1.1, the simulated power profile for the 6050 propeller with a 4S battery
pack and a fast traverse flight was comparable to the raw data for the manually flown version of
the same flight. When considering that the simulated power levels are meant to be the average
power draw for that section of flight, the simulation performed as expected. Additionally, it
accurately shows the dips in power, specifically around 0.2 minutes, 0.4 minutes, 1.1 minutes,
1.2 minutes, and 1.4 minutes. However, the simulation appears to have issues accurately
predicting the spikes in power. While it does correctly predict it at 0.5 minutes, 0.9 minutes, and
1.3 minutes it was not accounting for as much power draw during those spikes. These
inaccuracies when predicting the spikes within this simulation, ended up producing a 4.1% error
which is within the target error.
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Figure 5.1.2 Power comparison for 5043 4S mixed traverse flight

Similar to the previous figure, Figure 5.1.2 shows the comparison of the simulated power
levels and real power levels for the flight containing the 5043 propeller with a 4S battery pack,
and flying the mixed speed flight. Looking at the average power levels first, this figure shows
that the simulation predicted a higher power requirement than what was consumed. Looking at
the locations of the dips in power level next shows that the simulation was successful at getting
the locations correct, minus the dip occurring right after 0.6 minutes. The locations of the spikes
were comparable minus the two occurring between the times of 0.9 minutes and 1.1 minutes. As
stated before, the average power levels were incorrect, so while the locations of the spikes and
dips were correct, the values themselves were inaccurate. However, minus the power spikes
occurring in the first 0.3 minutes, the relative size from spike to spike was correct. Meaning the
locations in the raw data that has the larger spikes in power for the sprint stages, also have the
larger spikes in the simulated profile. Additionally, the smaller spikes in the raw data are
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represented in the simulated profile as the smaller spikes. Overall for this recreated flight, the
power values at the specific times were slightly off but simulation created the appropriate shape
for the power profile, leading to a -0.9% error for overall energy consumption which is well
within the accepted error.

Figure 5.1.3 Power comparison for 5131 4S fast traverse flight

Figure 5.1.3 shows the power draw of the 5131 propeller with the 4S battery pack during a fast
traverse flight. The first thing done here was to look at the simulated power draw compared to
what the average power draw for the raw data is. Looking at this, it appears that the simulated
levels are slightly below average but close to the average. Next, the location of the dips and
spikes were looked at. The simulations generally identify the location of the dips correctly,
minus what it put at around 0.6 minutes and at 0.7 minutes. The spikes were also predicted
accurately, minus the one occurring at around 0.7 minutes. The values of the spikes and dips
were looked at next. The simulation struggled at getting this prediction correct outside of the
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cases at 0.5 minutes and 0.9 minutes. The spikes for the simulation were generally on the low
end, minus the severe spikes at 0.3 minutes and 0.7 minutes where it overestimated the power
requirements. The dips for the simulation were underestimated for almost all the cases. Due to
the average of the powers being where it needs to be, this flight ended up with about 0.2% error
which is well within the accepted range.

Figure 5.1.4 Power comparison for 5043 5S slow traverse flight

Figure 5.1.4 shows the comparison of the power profiles of the flight containing the 5043
propeller with the 5S battery pack during a slow traversing flight. This was one of the first cases
where the simulation did a poor job of estimating at least the average power draw needed for the
flight. The simulation placed itself well below the average of the raw data. It should comes as no
surprise that all values for the spikes and dips for the power were incorrect because of this.
Looking at the locations, however, it appears that the simulation did about as good a job as the
other flights at getting the locations and relative scale of the dips and spikes correct. This
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recreated flight performed the worst when look at error at -7% error, placing it just outside the
target range.

Figure 5.1.5 Power comparison for 5131 5S mixed traverse flight

Figure 5.1.5 focuses on the comparison of power for the 5131 propeller with a 5S battery pack
during a mixed profile flight. Similar to the case shown in Figure 5.1.4, this simulation produced
a profile that placed below the average power level of the raw data. Similar to that case, the
values at the spikes and dips of power are also incorrect. It does appear that the relative scale of
the spikes and dips are consistent with the raw data. The locations of the spikes and dips are also
incorrect for this simulation but they each occur slightly after it does in the recorded data from
the flight. This means that there were some issues when recreating the flight leading to this
inaccuracy. Even with these inaccuracies, this flight ended up with a -1.3% error which places it
within the target range.
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The five verification flights shown in Figures 5.1.1 through 5.1.5 were not the only
verification flights flown and used. The full collection of results from all the simulated flights
and the real flights are compared below in Table 5.1.1.
Table 5.1.1 Comparison of Real-world flight performance to simulated flight performance

Propeller

Battery

Profile

6050
6043
5131
5131
5131
5043
5043
5043

4S
4S
4S
5S
5S
4S
5S
5S

Fast
Slow
Fast
Slow
Mixed
Fast
Slow
Mixed

6050
6043
5131
5043

4S
4S
4S
4S

High Alt hold
High Alt hold
High Alt hold
High Alt hold

Real
Capacity
Used
(mAh)
295
282
293
415
339
295
372
332
Real
Flight
Time (sec)
503
489
337
346

Simulated
Capacity
Used
(mAh)
307
275
292
401
335
297
346
329
Simulated
Flight
Time (sec)
433
482
300
318

Percent
Error
(%)
4.1
-2.5
0.2
-3.3
-1.3
0.6
-7.0
-0.9

-13.9
-1.4
-11.0
-8.1

As seen in the table, the results for the simulated flight and the actual flights are
comparable showing that the simulation was relatively accurate in creating an accurate profile
even when the time-dependent values were not identical. As stated previously, the goal was to
get the simulated flights within about a five-percent error margin to the real flights. This would
help solidify that the simulation is able to produce results within an acceptable amount of error.
The average percent error for the flights is about 4.5%, with 2.5% error being for the flights that
follow the flight profiles and 8.6% error being for the high altitude hold flights. This overall
percent error is within the target range but there are a few cases that hurt this average. First and
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foremost are the flights with the six-inch propellers. As described in the numerical analysis
section, the six-inch propellers were performing much more efficiently than the dyno testing data
predicted them to do. This initially made for some extreme percent error numbers but by
adjusting the power for the 6050 propellers by 1.8 and the 6043 propellers by 1.35, the percent
was decreased. Even with this adjustment though, the 6050 hover test still produced a high
percent error. The other hover tests also produce an error higher than the target range. This could
mean that there is some error in the flight equations and assumptions for the hover sections that
have been overlooked. With the hover tests being focused only on a steady altitude hold, the
error would appear greater than the traverse flights where hovering is only a segment of the
overall flight. The final outlier is the 5043 slow flight. While this flight is barely out of the target
error range, it is still worth noting that there was an issue with accuracy there.
It was shown that the end values for each simulation were within the target range and that
the simulated power profiles were creating the correct shape when compared to the raw data.
Next is to show the plots and results during the simulation process and verify that the simulation
is accurately predicting performance. To do this, the entire set of plots produced form the 5131
propeller flight with a 4S battery pack during a fast traverse is shown. For reference, this was the
flight used for the comparison in Figure 5.1.3. The first figure shown below is Figure 5.1.6 and is
the 3-dimensional flight path.
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Figure 5.1.6 Path of Simulated Flight

Each waypoint is easily seen and the flight path from start to finish is easy to follow.
While the waypoint information is needed for the calculations, the figure itself is purely for the
user so they can see the flight path that was created during the setup of the simulation. This
ensures that the flight was entered correctly. Now going to the plots that are based on the
calculations in the simulation. Figure 5.1.7 shows the power profile for the flight.

Figure 5.1.7 Power profile for simulated flight
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The electrical power requirement shown in Figure 5.1.7 is derived from the thrust
calculated from the flight equations. This is not the final power profile. Meaning it is not
necessarily what the aircraft is capable of accomplishing. This is simply just the profile for the
desired flight path. As expected, there are some major fluctuations in the power draw during the
flight. The acceleration section between each waypoint is easily identifiable by the peaks in
power. They are followed by a plateau and then a dip in power. As expected, this represents the
steady flight and then the reduction in thrust to come to a stop. Also worth noting are the
plateaus that are consistent through the flight representing the periods of hover time at each
waypoint. These power profiles will change for each flight in this experiment. To save space, the
power profile above and the figures relating to it will be the only ones shown instead of showing
each individual flight. The final performance information will be shown in Table 5.1.1. From
here the same power profile is presented with the battery levels shown in Figure 5.1.8.

Figure 5.1.8 Power profile showing battery level change
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This battery level shown in Figure 5.1.8 is completed after all the power consumption
calculations have been performed and is a graphical representation of the battery level from full
to empty along the power profile. Fortunately, in the flight shown, the battery does not go empty
so it does not show the full range. Following the same battery level output, Figure 5.1.9 shows
the levels on the flight path.

Figure 5.1.9 Simulated flight path with battery levels

Along with the visual representation of the flight in Figures 5.1.6 to 5.1.9, there are
accompanying numerical outputs for capacity used and for overall flight time. For the case
shown in Figures 5.1.6 to 5.1.9, the capacity used is the main information that is being looked at,
especially for the comparison to the real flights. Since the simulated flights are meant to be the
same path and everything as the real flights, the overall flight time is not crucial for analysis but
is good for a check for flight path accuracy.
Now as stated in the numerical design, this simulation is meant to do more than just see
where an aircraft will fail, but also write a new flight path home if desired and if possible. Since
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the flight example shown was not a failure, a mock flight was created to demonstrate this feature.
First up are the flight path and the power profile for the failed flight. Note, this is the flight
before the power consumption has been run so this is considered the desired path and the
corresponding profile. These are shown in Figures 5.1.10 and 5.1.11 respectively.

Figure 5.1.10 Flight path for simulated failed flight

Figure 5.1.11 Power profile for simulated failed flight
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Following the procedure that was shown previously, the power consumption will be run,
and the figures for the battery levels on the power profile and the flight path will be generated.
These are shown in Figures 5.1.12 and 5.1.13 respectively.

Figure 5.1.12 Failed flight power profile with battery level shown

Figure 5.1.13 Failed flight path with battery level shown
Unlike the previous flight, note how the color on the plot has reached a deep blue. By
following the color legend on the plot, it is easily seen that the aircraft fails during the flight a
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little before the five-minute mark. As described in the numerical analysis, the simulation will
now begin with the nearest waypoint to the time of failure and work backwards to try and
complete as much of the mission as possible but still make it back to the home location. The
simulation creates the flight for this waypoint as the last point before going home and outputs the
power profile with the battery levels as shown in Figure 5.1.14.

Figure 5.1.14 New power profile for failed flight with battery level shown

As expected, the battery indication shows that it is virtually empty when arriving at the
home location since the mission was a failure to begin with and the objective was to just
maximize the mission completion. Going to waypoint three and returning home means that there
should be three sections in which the aircraft sprints and thus there is a spike in power. Looking
at the power profile, the three spikes are easily identified, and it agrees with what is expected. To
see the new flight path, Figure 5.1.15 must be referenced.
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Figure 5.1.15 New flight path for failed flight

This figure shows that the aircraft follows the original flight path until it reaches
waypoint number three where it then will return home. This corresponds with the power profile
and what was expected. On the surface the simulation is comparable to real flights.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
As stated in the previous section, the results of the comparison show good agreement.
The simulation was able to predict the performance of flights within the accepted range of error
and be able to do everything it was meant to do. The simulation was able to accurately predict
the shape of the power profile and the locations of the extreme spikes and dips. However, it did
struggle in accurately predicting the values of the spikes. There is some error introduced since
the simulation focuses on the average power draw for a section of flight rather than accounting
for every possible fluctuation. Another source of error is in the data collection for the flights, due
to not being able to get the autonomous function running on the aircraft and the necessity to be
manually flown. This leads to variation in the flight path from flight to flight as well as the
aircraft is not able to maintain speed and angular conditions throughout the flight.
Considering weather and wind conditions, for this case, the wind stayed static throughout
the flight as well as it did not change based on the terrain or elevation. Ambient temperature and
pressure were considered constant throughout the flight as well. There is added error since
weather conditions are dynamic and are not as consistent as what is assumed in the simulation.
Addressing the assumption about the flight equations and the thrust requirement levels,
when looking at the raw data from the Pixhawk, flight angles and force change rapidly and is
nearly impossible to model without inputting the data directly. Because of this, the angles
(excluding pitch) and force requirements are averaged for the sections of flight. Being the
average, it is not a true representation for each individual step but is good enough for the overall
flight section. As for the pitch, due to the verification flights needing to be manually flown, there
was initially a lack of consistency with maintaining a pitch angle and thus an inconsistency with
thrust requirements. To help mitigate this inconsistency the aircraft was flown at the maximum
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pitch angle that the flight controller would allow. This established the assumption that the
aircraft was always flying at that angle throughout the entire traverse sections. In reality, this
angle varies rapidly since the aircraft is constantly trying to stabilize itself. Finally, it was
assumed that during certain stages of flight, different portions of the momentum equations could
be neglected, and this was based on information in [15]. However, those equations were for a
fixed-wing aircraft and needed to be modified slightly so they could be applied to a multi-rotor.
This could lead to even more errors.
An additional source of error can be accounted for when considering how the
dynamometer data was processed without adjusting for hysteresis. An analysis of hysteresis was
conducted and showed that the effects were minimum and did not make a serious impact to the
simulation results. The presence of hysteresis, while small in this case, does create a small
amount of error in the simulation. Since the performance data matrices were cut when creating
the characteristic equations of the propulsion system, the presence of hysteresis was not
completely represented.
Ultimately there are several instances of minor errors in the code and in the procedure
that was followed for data acquisition. With this said though, the error margins are within an
acceptable range but can be decreased in the future. So, it should be accepted as a viable tool, but
it needs to be understood that it is not perfect, and the prediction will not be 100% accurate.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
As shown in the research presented in the previous chapters, it is possible to model a
multi-rotor aircraft and have mission completion predictions in MATLAB. The use of dyno
testing and battery performance testing is crucial for understanding the behavior of the platform.
Pairing this with flight equations that have the appropriate assumptions, can create a powerful
tool for mission design and for aircraft configuration optimization. Due to the assumptions that
were made for simplifying the flight and flight equations, as well as the comparison data from a
manually flown mission, the comparison was not going to be perfect. However, the work
described herein showed promise in being able to simulate multi-rotor UAV aircraft and be able
to simplify both mission planning and the aircraft configuration design processes.
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Chapter 8: Future Work
With this simulation proving itself as a valuable tool for mission design and for
determining an aircraft configuration that can complete a certain mission, it is time to look at and
consider the future possibilities for this simulation. First and foremost, the wind conditions can
be expanded on in the future. Instead of being a constant wind speed at a constant direction, a
dynamic weather condition could be introduced. There could also be a variation in the wind
speed and conditions at different altitudes, leading to a more accurate and in-depth wind vector
and weather profile. Another addition to the simulation would be the importing of topographical
data from where the flight is to be performed. The current version of the simulation ends up
assuming that the landscape is flat, which is not accurate in any real case. So, by pulling in the
topographical data, a better mapping of the elevation changes can be applied. This allows for a
more accurate analysis of the flight path and a better prediction of the power consumption during
the flight, leading to a better prediction. Another adjustment that could be made to the prediction
procedure would be to fine tune the transitioning parts of the flights. Where the aircraft is going
from a stationary position to the sprint towards another waypoint, as well as the path adjustments
to the next waypoint. The current setup is rather generalized and is assumed to be consistent
from point to point and while it works for this case, it could be fine-tuned.
In addition to what could be done to the prediction process, there could be some general
changes done in the future. Currently the simulation houses the information for four different
batteries, four different propellers, and only one motor. This library of information could easily
be expanded on to include more propellers, batteries, and battery types, as well as different
motors for the user to choose from. Also, the simulation could be converted from a code on
MATLAB to a full program in python, allowing for more accessibility.
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Appendix A: Prediction Simulation
%%
clear all
close all
tic
%% Ask if user would like to use last flight's values
if exist('save_flight.mat','file')
pull_files = input('Would you like to use values from last simulation?
[1/0] ');
else
pull_files = 0;
end
if pull_files == 1
load('save_flight')
load('Battery')
load('prop')
load('Power_line')
load('Time_line')
disp('Previous flight is pulled from working directory. ')
pause(3)
elseif pull_files == 0
disp('Proceed with following instructions. ')
pause(3)
% Have user pick from battery list and get battery specifications
disp('Battery 1 specs: 1300 mAh, 4S pack')
disp('Battery 2 specs: 1300 mAh, 4S pack')
disp('Battery 3 specs: 1300 mAh, 5S pack')
disp('Battery 4 specs: 1550 mAh, 5S pack')
Battery = input('Enter desired battery. ');
if Battery == 1
Capacity = 1300;
mass_battery = 148;
S = 4;
C_max = 45;
elseif Battery == 2
Capacity = 1300;
mass_battery = 148;
S = 4;
C_max = 45;
elseif Battery == 3
Capacity = 1300;
mass_battery = 208;
S = 5;
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C_max = 100;
elseif Battery == 4
Capacity = 1550;
mass_battery = 218;
S = 5;
C_max = 120;
else
disp('Invalid Entry.')
return
end
% Have user pick prop for flight and get specs from prop
disp('Prop specification options are 6050, 6043, 5131, 5043.')
prop = input('Enter desired prop. ');
if prop == 6050
mass_prop = 32;
prop_Diameter = 6;
elseif prop == 6043
mass_prop = 20;
prop_Diameter = 6;
elseif prop == 5131
mass_prop = 16;
prop_Diameter = 5.1;
elseif prop == 5043
mass_prop = 20;
prop_Diameter = 5;
else
disp('Invalid Entry.')
return
end
% Determine number of phases for flight, what the phases are, and if
there is hover time
% User inputs number of waypoints and see if the aircraft will be
returning home
w = input('Specify number of waypoints in flight including starting
position. ');
if w ~= 1
home = input('Is the aircraft returning a priority [1] or is the
mission the priority [0]? ');
if home == 1
w = w + 1;
elseif home == 0
w = w;
else
disp('Invalid Entry.')
return
end
else
home = 0;
end
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% Set home counter for future part to indicate if the aircraft has
reached the "home" waypoint
% Set home_counter low so that it will not accidently be counted when
aircraft is not returning home
if home == 1
home_counter = 1 ;
else
home_counter = -100000;
end

%

wind_exist = input('Is there a presense of wind? [1/0] ');
wind_exist = 1;
if wind_exist == 1

wind_speed = input('Please enter wind speed in m/s. ');
wind_direction = input('Please enter wind direction assuming North is
0 degrees and East is 90 degrees. ');
% Change wind direction into standard x-y angle
if wind_direction <= 90
wind_direction = 90 - wind_direction;
elseif wind_direction <= 180
wind_direction = (360 - (wind_direction - 90));
elseif wind_direction <= 270
wind_direction = (270 - wind_direction) + 180;
else
wind_direction = (360 - wind_direction) + 90;
end
wind_direction = wind_direction * (pi / 180);
else
wind_speed = 0;
wind_direction = 0;
end
% Air density for prop performance and drag calculations
sigma = input('Enter ratio of air density to sea level density (kg/m^3).
');
rho_SL = 1.225;
rho_FL = sigma * rho_SL;
% Make matrix for distance, loiter, and velocity so that infromation at
each waypoint is recorded
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Distance = zeros(1,w);
Distance_home = zeros(3,w);
heading = zeros(1,w);
heading_home = zeros(1,w);
loiter = zeros(1,w);
velocity = zeros(1,w);
z = zeros(1,w);
Travel_time = zeros(1,w);
Distance_x = zeros(1,w);
Distance_y = zeros(1,w);
% Set counters for going through waypoints
i = 1;
j = w + 1;
while i <= j
% setting reference to previouse waypoint
last = i - 1;
home_position = i - 2;
% Set information for starting position
if i == 1
% Start distance is zero
Distance(i) = 0;
% Loiter at start
loiter_prompt = '\n Specify loiter time in seconds at starting
position (waypoint 1). ';
fprintf(loiter_prompt)
loiter(i) = input('');
% Start velocity is zero
velocity(i) = 0;
% Start heading is zero
heading(i) = 0;
% Altitude start
altitude_prompt = '\n Specify altitude in meters at starting
position (waypoint 1). ';
fprintf(altitude_prompt)
z(i) = input('');
% Starting flight time is zero
Travel_time(i) = 0;
% Distance to home is zero
Distance_home(1,i) = 0;
Distance_home(2,i) = 0;
Distance_home(3,i) = 0;
Distance_x(i) = 0;
Distance_y(i) = 0;
heading_home(i) = 0;
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% Find information for each waypoint after starting location
elseif i < j && home_counter ~= w
% Heading from waypoint to waypoint
heading_prompt = '\n Specify heading in degrees towards waypoint
%1.0f from %1.0f. ';
fprintf(heading_prompt,i,last)
heading(i) = input('');
% Change heading into standard x-y angle
if heading(i) <= 90
heading(i) = 90 - heading(i);
elseif heading(i) <= 180
heading(i) = (360 - (heading(i) - 90));
elseif heading(i) <= 270
heading(i) = (270 - heading(i)) + 180;
else
heading(i) = (360 - heading(i)) + 90;
end
heading(i) = heading(i) * (pi / 180);
% Distance between waypoints
distance_prompt = '\n Specify distance in meters between waypoint
%1.0f and %1.0f. ';
fprintf(distance_prompt,last,i)
Distance(i) = input('');
% Target time for traverse
Travel_time_prompt = ' Specify target time in second between
waypoint %1.0f and %1.0f. ';
fprintf(Travel_time_prompt,last,i)
Travel_time(i) = input('');
% Loiter time at each waypoint
loiter_prompt = ' Specify loiter time in seconds at waypoint
%1.0f. ';
fprintf(loiter_prompt,i)
loiter(i) = input('');
% Target altitude for each waypoint
altitude_prompt = ' Specify target altitude in meters at waypoint
%1.0f. ';
fprintf(altitude_prompt,i)
z(i) = input('');
% Speed for traverse
velocity(i) = abs((Distance(i) - 3) / Travel_time(i));
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% track linear distance to home from each waypoint
% first row of matrix is lateral movement
% second row of matrix is longitudinal movement
% third row of matrix is linear distance
Distance_x(i) = Distance(i) * cos(heading(i));
Distance_y(i) = Distance(i) * sin(heading(i));
Distance_home(1,i) = Distance_home(1,last) + Distance_x(i);
Distance_home(2,i) = Distance_home(2,last) + Distance_y(i);
if Distance_home(2,i) == 0 && Distance_home(1,i) > 0
heading_home(i) = 3*pi/2;
elseif Distance_home(2,i) ==0 && Distance_home(1,i) < 0
heading_home(i) = pi/2;
else
heading_home(i) = tan(Distance_home(1,i)/Distance_home(2,i))
+ pi;
end
Distance_home(3,i) = sqrt((Distance_home(1,i))^2 +
(Distance_home(2,i))^2);
% Sets last waypoint as home if aircraft was told to go home
elseif i == j && home == 1
Distance_home(:,last) = 0;
% Loiter time at home
loiter_prompt = ' Specify loiter time in seconds at waypoint
home. ';
fprintf(loiter_prompt)
loiter(last) = input('');
% Need to double check the distance home matrix and whether or not
it is tracking properly
% Distance to home
Distance_from_home = Distance_home(3,last);
Distance_home_prompt = ' The aircraft will be %1.0f meters from
home at the last waypoint. ';
fprintf(Distance_home_prompt,Distance_from_home)
Distance(last) = Distance_from_home;
% Target time to home
Travel_time_prompt = ' Specify target time in seconds to waypoint
home. ';
fprintf(Travel_time_prompt)
Travel_time(last) = input('');
% Target altitude for each waypoint
altitude_prompt = ' Specify target altitude in meters at home. ';
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fprintf(altitude_prompt)
z(last) = input('');
% Speed for traverse to home
velocity(last) = abs((Distance_from_home - 3) /
Travel_time(last));
end
i = i + 1;
home_counter = home_counter + 1;
end
%
%% Take user input for aircraft specifications and find mass in grams and
voltage
% Use battery specs to get voltage range
Voltage_nominal = 3.7 * S;
Voltage_minimum = 3.1 * S;
Voltage_max = 4.1 * S;
Voltage = [Voltage_max Voltage_nominal Voltage_minimum];
% Calculate aircraft mass in kilograms
mass_aircraft = 500;
mass = mass_prop + mass_aircraft + mass_battery;
mass = mass / 1000;
% Unit conversion from inches to meters for diameter and find radius
prop_Diameter = prop_Diameter * 0.0254;
prop_Radius = prop_Diameter / 2;
R = prop_Radius;
% B inicates diagonal distance from motor to motor in meters
B = 0.315;
% d indicated distance from motor to motor
d = 0.22;
%
%% Weight (in Newtons)
%Set maximum takeoff weight of complete platform
Weight = mass * 9.81;
%
%% Create timeline for profile input
climb_time = 2;
descend_time = 2;
ramp_up_time = 1;
ramp_down_time = 1;
j = 4 * w - 1;
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5;
6;
2;

Time_keep = zeros(1,j);
Time_keep(1) = climb_time;
Time_keep(2) = loiter(1);
Time_keep(j) = descend_time;
while u < w
Time_keep(h)
Time_keep(b)
Time_keep(k)
Time_keep(o)
l
u
h
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k
o

=
=
=
=
=
=

l
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ramp_up_time;
Travel_time(l);
ramp_down_time;
loiter(l);

1;
1;
4;
4;
4;
4;

end
f = 1;
i = 2;
r = length(Time_keep);
Time_line = zeros(1,r);
Time_line(f) = Time_keep(f);
while i <= r
Time_line(i) = Time_line(f) + Time_keep(i);
f = f + 1;
i = i + 1;
end
%
%% Coefficient of Drag for flight and for presence of wind
% Assumed that the aircraft is being flown at a constant angle of 15 degrees
through stabilized flight mode
theta = pi / 12;
% % Coefficient of drag and area for body (need to get height of body)
C_D_body = 0.8;
S_body_FL = 0.00193548;
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% Calculating coeffient of drag and area for props
C_D_props = 1.2;
S_props = 4 * pi * (prop_Radius) ^ 2;
S_props_FL = S_props * sin(theta);
% Area effected by wind
S_props_wind = zeros(1,w);
phi_check = zeros(1,w);
v = 1;
while v <= w
heading_FL = heading(v);
wind_direction_adjusted = wind_direction - heading_FL;
if wind_direction_adjusted < pi && wind_direction_adjusted > 3*pi/2
phi_check(v) = pi/90;
elseif wind_direction_adjusted == pi || wind_direction_adjusted == 3*pi/2
phi_check(v) = 0;
elseif wind_speed == 0
phi_check(v) = 0;
else
phi_check(v) = -pi/90;
end
S_props_wind(v) = S_props_FL * cos(wind_direction_adjusted);
v = v + 1;
end
%
%% Determine thrust for each stage of flight
% Determine what thrust is needed for hover, climb, and descend
Thrust_hover = 0.25 * Weight;
Thrust_climb = 0.25 * mass * 10.4;
Thrust_descend = 0.25 * mass * 9.5;
if w > 1
% Make matrix that will collect thrust values for each traverse stage
Thrust_traverse = zeros(1,w);
Thrust_up = zeros(1,w);
Thrust_down = zeros(1,w);
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% Make counter to start at waypoint 2 since 1 is zero
b = 2;
n = 1;
% Use desired velocity and flight angles to determine thrust needed for
traversing
while b <= last
Drag_FL = 0.5 * rho_FL * (velocity(b)^2) * (S_props_FL * C_D_props +
S_body_FL * C_D_body);
Drag_wind = 0.5 * rho_FL * (wind_speed^2) * (S_props_wind(n) *
C_D_props + S_body_FL * C_D_body);
Drag_Body_y = 0.5 * rho_FL *
((wind_speed*cos(wind_direction_adjusted))^2) * C_D_body * S_body_FL;
Thrust_traverse(n) = 0.25 * (sqrt((Weight *
sin(theta)+Drag_FL+Drag_wind)^2 + (-Weight *
cos(theta)*sin(phi_check(n))+Drag_Body_y)^2 + ((2 * mass * (z(b) - z(n)) /
(Travel_time(b) ^ 2)) * sin(theta)Weight*cos(theta)*cos(phi_check(n))+(Drag_FL/tan(theta)))^2));
Thrust_up(n) = 0.25 * (sqrt((mass * ((velocity(b)^2)/(2 *
(3+(max(velocity)-4)/3))) + Weight * sin(theta)+Drag_FL+Drag_wind)^2 + (Weight * cos(theta)*sin(phi_check(n))+Drag_Body_y)^2 + (Weight*cos(theta)*cos(phi_check(n))+(Drag_FL/tan(theta)))^2));
Thrust_down(n) = 0.25 * (sqrt((-mass * ((velocity(b)^2)/(2 *
(3+(max(velocity)-4)/3))) + Weight * sin(theta)+Drag_FL+Drag_wind)^2 + (Weight * cos(theta)*sin(phi_check(n))+Drag_Body_y)^2 + (Weight*cos(theta)*cos(phi_check(n))+(Drag_FL/tan(theta)))^2));
b = b + 1;
n = n + 1;
end
else
Thrust_traverse = 0;
Thrust_up = 0;
Thrust_down = 0;
end
% Creating a matrix that will hold all thrust values for the different stages
% Stages looked at are hover, climb, descend, and the various traverse stages
hover = zeros(1,w);
hover(1) = Thrust_hover;
traverse = Thrust_traverse;
climb = zeros(1,w);
climb(1) = Thrust_climb;
descend = zeros(1,w);
descend(1) = Thrust_descend;
ramp_up = Thrust_up;
ramp_down = Thrust_down;
% Take the thrust values from each stage and make one matrix housing all
thrust values
% Convert newtons to pound-force for prop data use
Thrust = zeros(6,w);
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Thrust = [hover; traverse; climb; descend; ramp_up; ramp_down];
Thrust = Thrust * 0.224809;
%
%% Required power each stage
% Acquire RPM and power equation coefficients from prop performance function
[RPM , power] = prop_performance(S, prop, rho_FL);
% Create counter for converting thrust matrix to power matrix
i = 1;
% Create Power matrix to house all power values from the stages
Power = zeros(6,w-1);
% Go through each spot in the thrust matrix and convert it to power using
prop performance equations
% Start with row 1 and go through each spot until end of row
while i < 7
% Go to each columm of the row and convert values over
j = 1;
while j <= w-1
Thrust_stage = Thrust(i,j);
RPM_stage = RPM(1) * (Thrust_stage ^ 3) + RPM(2) * (Thrust_stage ^ 2)
+ RPM(3) * Thrust_stage + RPM(4);
Power_Stage = power(1) * (RPM_stage ^ 3) + power(2) * (RPM_stage ^ 2)
+ power(3) * RPM_stage + power(4);
Power(i,j) = Power_Stage;
j = j + 1;
end
% Record power value and move to the next column
%

j = j + 1;

% Move to next row and record values
i = i + 1;
end
% Assume there is no ground effect for the flight. Aircraft will be out of
the range for ground effect
% to make a difference. Only region where it wll be noticed is for a second
during takeoff and landing\
z_avg = mean(z);
% Ground effect compensation
GE_modifier = 1 / (1 - (R / (4 * z_avg)) ^ 2 - (R ^ 2) * (z_avg / sqrt((d ^ 2
+ 4 * z_avg ^ 2) ^ 3)) - ((R ^ 2) / 2) * (z_avg / sqrt(((2 * d ^ 2) + (4 *
z_avg ^ 2)) ^ 3))- (4 * R ^ 2)*(z_avg / (sqrt((B^2) + (4 * z_avg ^ 2))) ^
3));
% If aircraft is under ground effect then adjust thrust accordingly
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if GE_modifier > 1.1
Thrust_hover = Thrust_hover / GE_modifier;
Thrust_traverse = Thrust_traverse / GE_modifier;
Thrust_climb = Thrust_climb / GE_modifier;
Thrust_descend = Thrust_descend / GE_modifier;
Thrust_up = Thrust_up / GE_modifier;
Thrust_down = Thrust_down / GE_modifier;
end
Power = Power * 4;
%
if prop == 6043
Power = Power / 1.35;
elseif prop == 6050
Power = Power / 1.8;
end
%% Create power timeline
hover = Power(1,:);
hover = hover(1);
traverse = Power(2,:);
traverse = traverse(1);
climb = Power(3,:);
climb = climb(1,1);
descend = Power(4,:);
descend = descend(1,1);
ramp_up = Power(5,:);
ramp_down = Power(6,:);
Power_line = zeros(1,r);
j
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h
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k
o
l

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

r;
1;
3;
4;
5;
6;
2;

Power_line(1) = climb;
Power_line(2) = hover;
Power_line(j) = descend;
while u < w
Power_line(h) = ramp_up(u);
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Power_line(b) = traverse;
Power_line(k) = ramp_down(u);
Power_line(o) = hover;
l
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1;
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4;
4;
4;

end
else
disp('Invalid entry. ')
return
end
%
%% Desired flight path plotting
Flight_path_x = Distance_home(1,:);
Flight_path_y = Distance_home(2,:);
Flight_path_z = z;
figure
plot3(Flight_path_x, Flight_path_y, Flight_path_z)
xlabel('Flight distance in x-direction (meters)')
ylabel('Flight distance in y-direction (meters)')
zlabel('Flight altitude in z-direction (meters)')
title('Desired Flight Path')
grid on
%
%% Power Profile
% Power_line = Power_line * 1.05;
% Plotting profile of desired power profile using thrust phases
[Flight_power,Flight_time,gradient_index] =
Desired_Profile_Weather(Power_line , Time_line);
Flight_time = Flight_time / 60;
figure
plot(Flight_time,Flight_power)
title('Desired Load Profile')
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('Power (W)')
grid on
hold on
%
%% Battery Drain
% Plotting power profile following performance trend of battery
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[Flight_power,Flight_time,voltage,Capacity_Used,charge_gradient] =
Real_World_Performance_Weather(Capacity, Voltage, Power_line , Time_line , S
, C_max);
Flight_time = Flight_time / 60;
Capacity_Used
%
%% Average of real and perfect world scenarios
Flight_size = size(Flight_power);
Flight_size = Flight_size(2);
figure
hold on
plot(Flight_time,Flight_power)
title('Estimated Load Profile')
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('Power (W)')
% Color change along power line
surface_z = zeros(1,Flight_size);
f = charge_gradient(1:Flight_size);
col = f;
surface([Flight_time;Flight_time],[Flight_power;Flight_power],[surface_z;surf
ace_z],[col;col],'facecol','no','edgecol','interp','linew',2)
title('Power Profile with battery level shown')
colorbar
grid on
hold off
legend ('Desired Profile', 'Estimated Performance' , 'Location' ,
'southwest')
ylim([0 inf])
Flying_time = floor(max(Flight_time) * 60)
% Set steps for finding alternate flight home
steps = 3;
max_loiters = floor(1 + (r - 6) / 4);
loiter_steps_location = zeros(1,max_loiters+1);
loiter_steps_location(1) = 1;
loiter_steps_location(2) = 6;
step_location = 6;
while steps <= max_loiters
step_location = step_location + 4;
loiter_steps_location(steps) = step_location;
steps = steps + 1;
end
loiter_steps_location(w) = loiter_steps_location(w-1)+5;
j = 1;
charge_gradient_path = zeros(1,w);
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while j <= w
path_index = loiter_steps_location(j);
charge_gradient_index = gradient_index(path_index)-1;
charge_gradient_path(j) = charge_gradient(charge_gradient_index);
j = j + 1;
end
f = charge_gradient_path;
col = f;
% % Color change along flight path
figure
surface([Flight_path_x;Flight_path_x],[Flight_path_y;Flight_path_y],[Flight_p
ath_z;Flight_path_z],[col;col],'facecol','no','edgecol','interp','linew',1)
title('Flight Path with battery level shown')
colorbar
xlabel('Flight distance in x-direction (meters)')
ylabel('Flight distance in y-direction (meters)')
zlabel('Flight altitude in z-direction (meters)')
grid on
%
% %
Flying_time = Flying_time + 1;
%% Mission success evaluation
if Flying_time < floor(max(Time_line))
disp('Original mission was not a success.')
mission = 0;
else
disp('Original mission was a success.')
mission = 1;
end
%
mission_alt = mission;
% mission_alt = 1;
%% Rewrite flights to get home if the aircraft is not able to complete
mission
if home == 1
if mission_alt == 0
% Set steps for finding alternate flight home
steps = 2;
max_loiters = floor(1 + (r - 6) / 4);
loiter_steps_location = zeros(1,max_loiters);
loiter_steps_location(1) = 6;
step_location = 6;
while steps <= max_loiters
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step_location = step_location + 4;
loiter_steps_location(steps) = step_location;
steps = steps + 1;
end
% Figure out time each waypoint is reached
steps = 1;
loiter_times_flight = zeros(1,max_loiters);
while steps <= max_loiters
index = loiter_steps_location(steps);
loiter_times_flight(steps) = Time_line(index);
steps = steps + 1;
end
% Set alternate final waypoint before home
alternate_end_Time = zeros(1,max_loiters);
c = 1;
while c <= max_loiters
if Flying_time > loiter_times_flight(c)
alternate_end_Time(c) = loiter_times_flight(c);
end
c = c + 1;
end
% Eliminate elements times that are not achievable
alternate_end_Time = alternate_end_Time(alternate_end_Time~=0);
% Figure out steps to start for each alternate end time
alternate_end_length = length(alternate_end_Time);
alternate_end_step_Locations =
loiter_steps_location(1:alternate_end_length);
% Determine distance home and heading home from alternate ending
times
alternate_end_Home = Distance_home(1:3,1:alternate_end_length);
alternate_end_home_x = Distance_home(1,1:alternate_end_length);
alternate_end_home_y = Distance_home(2,1:alternate_end_length);
alternate_end_Heading = heading_home(1,1:alternate_end_length);
% Keep same velocity to home and loiter time at home that the user
enter in the beginning
% Set up index and walk backwards from the last waypoint to see which
alternate route complete the most
index = alternate_end_length;
%
mission_alt = 0;
while index > 0 && mission_alt == 0
% Pull relevant information for that break-off-point
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alternate_end_time = alternate_end_Time(index);
alternate_end_loiter = alternate_end_step_Locations(index);
alternate_end_home = alternate_end_Home(3,index);
alternate_end_heading = alternate_end_Heading(index);
alternate_end_step_locations =
alternate_end_step_Locations(index);
% Set limit to cut power and time line to length, add 5 steps to
account for new route home
time_power_line_cut = alternate_end_step_locations + 5;
alternate_flight_path_time_line =
Time_line(1:time_power_line_cut);
alternate_flight_path_power_line =
Power_line(1:time_power_line_cut);
% Set up indices for filling in the extra 5 spots for the return
home
ramp_up_index = alternate_end_step_locations + 1;
travel_index = alternate_end_step_locations + 2;
ramp_down_index = alternate_end_step_locations + 3;
loiter_home_index = alternate_end_step_locations + 4;
descend_index = alternate_end_step_locations + 5;
% New time line creation
alternate_flight_path_time_line(ramp_up_index) = ramp_up_time +
alternate_flight_path_time_line(alternate_end_step_locations);
alternate_flight_path_time_line(travel_index) =
(alternate_end_home / velocity(last)) +
alternate_flight_path_time_line(ramp_up_index);
alternate_flight_path_time_line(ramp_down_index) = ramp_down_time
+ alternate_flight_path_time_line(travel_index);
alternate_flight_path_time_line(loiter_home_index) = loiter(last)
+ alternate_flight_path_time_line(ramp_down_index);
alternate_flight_path_time_line(descend_index) = descend_time +
alternate_flight_path_time_line(loiter_home_index);
% Find last waypoint alt and home alt for calculations, get cut
down length for flight path
Distance_cut = alternate_end_length + 1;
Distance_home = Distance_home(:,1:Distance_cut);
Distance_home(:,Distance_cut) = 0;
z_home = z(last);
z = z(1,1:Distance_cut);
z(1,Distance_cut) = z_home;
% Adjust wind heading calc for drag
alternate_home_heading_FL = alternate_end_heading;
alternate_home_wind_direction_adjusted = wind_direction alternate_home_heading_FL;
alternate_home_S_props_wind = S_props_FL *
cos(alternate_home_wind_direction_adjusted);
% Determine Thrust levels for section heading home
Drag_FL = 0.5 * rho_FL * (velocity(last)^2) * (S_props_FL *
C_D_props + S_body_FL * C_D_body);
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Drag_wind = 0.5 * rho_FL * (wind_speed^2) *
(alternate_home_S_props_wind * C_D_props + S_body_FL * C_D_body);
Drag_Body_y = 0.5 * rho_FL *
((wind_speed*cos(alternate_home_wind_direction_adjusted))^2) * C_D_body *
S_body_FL;
alternate_home_Thrust_traverse = 0.25 * (sqrt((Weight *
sin(theta)+Drag_FL+Drag_wind)^2 + (-Weight *
cos(theta)*sin(phi_check(n))+Drag_Body_y)^2 + ((2 * mass * (z_home z(Distance_cut-1) / (alternate_end_home / velocity(last)) ^ 2)) * sin(theta)Weight*cos(theta)*cos(phi_check(n))+(Drag_FL/tan(theta)))^2));
alternate_home_Thrust_up = 0.25 * (sqrt((mass *
((velocity(last)^2)/(2 * (3+(max(velocity)-4)/3))) + Weight *
sin(theta)+Drag_FL+Drag_wind)^2 + (-Weight *
cos(theta)*sin(phi_check(n))+Drag_Body_y)^2 + (Weight*cos(theta)*cos(phi_check(n))+(Drag_FL/tan(theta)))^2));
alternate_home_Thrust_down = 0.25 * (sqrt((-mass *
((velocity(last)^2)/(2 * (3+(max(velocity)-4)/3))) + Weight *
sin(theta)+Drag_FL+Drag_wind)^2 + (-Weight *
cos(theta)*sin(phi_check(n))+Drag_Body_y)^2 + (Weight*cos(theta)*cos(phi_check(n))+(Drag_FL/tan(theta)))^2));
alternate_home_Thrust_stage = [alternate_home_Thrust_up
alternate_home_Thrust_traverse alternate_home_Thrust_down];
alternate_home_Thrust_stage = alternate_home_Thrust_stage *
0.224809;
% Determine Power levels for section heading home
k = 1;
alternate_home_RPM_stage = zeros(1,3);
alternate_home_Power_Stage = zeros(1,3);
while k < 4
alternate_home_RPM_stage(k) = RPM(1) *
(alternate_home_Thrust_stage(k) ^ 3) + RPM(2) *
(alternate_home_Thrust_stage(k) ^ 2) + RPM(3) *
alternate_home_Thrust_stage(k) + RPM(4);
alternate_home_Power_Stage(k) = power(1) *
(alternate_home_RPM_stage(k) ^ 3) + power(2) * (alternate_home_RPM_stage(k) ^
2) + power(3) * alternate_home_RPM_stage(k) + power(4);
k = k + 1;
end
alternate_home_Power_Stage = alternate_home_Power_Stage * 4;
alternate_home_ramp_up = alternate_home_Power_Stage(1);
alternate_home_traverse = alternate_home_Power_Stage(2);
alternate_home_ramp_down = alternate_home_Power_Stage(3);
% New power line creation
alternate_flight_path_power_line(ramp_up_index) =
alternate_home_ramp_up;
alternate_flight_path_power_line(travel_index) =
alternate_home_traverse;
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alternate_flight_path_power_line(ramp_down_index) =
alternate_home_ramp_down;
alternate_flight_path_power_line(loiter_home_index) = hover;
alternate_flight_path_power_line(descend_index) = descend;
% Run through prediction code
% Desired flight path plotting
Flight_path_x = Distance_home(1,:);
Flight_path_y = Distance_home(2,:);
Flight_path_z = z;
% Battery Drain
% Plotting power profile following performance trend of battery
[Flight_power,Flight_time,voltage,Capacity_Used,charge_gradient]
= Real_World_Performance_Weather(Capacity, Voltage,
alternate_flight_path_power_line , alternate_flight_path_time_line , S ,
C_max);
Flying_time = floor(max(Flight_time) * 60);
Flying_time = Flying_time+1;
Flight_time = Flight_time / 60;

alternate_capacity = Capacity_Used
% Mission success evaluation
if Flying_time < max(Time_line)
disp('Alternate mission was not a success.')
mission_alt = 0;
else
disp('Alternate mission was a success.')
mission_alt = 1;
Flight_size = size(Flight_power);
Flight_size = Flight_size(2);
% Color change along alternate power line
surface_z = zeros(1,Flight_size);
figure
f = charge_gradient(1:Flight_size);
col = f;
surface([Flight_time;Flight_time],[Flight_power;Flight_power],[surface_z;surf
ace_z],[col;col],'facecol','no','edgecol','interp','linew',2)
title('Power Profile for alternate flight with battery level
shown')
colorbar
grid on
xlabel('Time (Min)')
ylabel('Power (W)')
Flying_time = floor(max(Flight_time))
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% Completed flight path
Estimated_flight_path_x =
Flight_path_x(1,1:alternate_end_length);
Estimated_flight_path_y =
Flight_path_y(1,1:alternate_end_length);
Estimated_flight_path_z =
Flight_path_z(1,1:alternate_end_length);
figure
plot3(Flight_path_x, Flight_path_y, Flight_path_z)
hold on
plot3(Estimated_flight_path_x, Estimated_flight_path_y,
Estimated_flight_path_z)
xlabel('Flight distance in x-direction (meters)')
ylabel('Flight distance in y-direction (meters)')
zlabel('Flight altitude in z-direction (meters)')
title('Estimated Alternate Flight Path For Break-off-point ',
index)
legend('Alternate Flight Path', 'Flight Completed')
grid on
hold off
end
index = index - 1;
last = last - 1;
end
if index == 0 && mission_alt == 0
disp('Mission is not achievable with current configuration. ')
return
end
end
end
%
%% Saving flight data
save_flight = input('Would you like to save this flight for your next
simulation, overwriting existing files? [1/0] ');
% save_flight = 0;
if save_flight == 1
save('save_flight')
save('Battery')
save('prop')
save('Power_line')
save('Time_line')
disp('Flight data saved for next simulation as "mat" files. ')
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elseif save_flight == 0
disp('Flight data not saved for future runs.')
else
disp('Invalid entry. ')
return
end
toc
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Appendix B: Propulsion System Performance
function [RPM , power] = prop_performance(S, prop, rho_FL)
%% Unit conversion to empirical since prop data collection was not in SI
rho_FL = rho_FL * 0.00194;
%
%% Pull files from each prop
% 4S Runs
if S == 4
file1
path1
file2
path2
file3
path3
file4
path4

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

'6050 4S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer
'6043 4S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer
'5131 4S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer
'5043 4S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer

Work\Prop Tests\6050\';
Work\Prop Tests\6043\';
Work\Prop Tests\5131\';
Work\Prop Tests\5043\';

% % 5S Runs
else
file1
path1
file2
path2
file3
path3
file4
path4

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

'6050 5S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer
'6043 5S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer
'5131 5S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer
'5043 5S Run 1.csv';
'C:\Research\Thesis\Summer

Work\Prop Tests\6050\';
Work\Prop Tests\6043\';
Work\Prop Tests\5131\';
Work\Prop Tests\5043\';

end
%
%% Pull data from files
perfdat1
perfdat2
perfdat3
perfdat4
PPdata1
PPdata2
PPdata3
PPdata4

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

importdata([path1
importdata([path2
importdata([path3
importdata([path4

file1]);
file2]);
file3]);
file4]);

perfdat1.data;
perfdat2.data;
perfdat3.data;
perfdat4.data;
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F_lbf1 = PPdata1(:,10);
F_lbf2 = PPdata2(:,10);
F_lbf3 = PPdata3(:,10);
F_lbf4 = PPdata4(:,10);
Om_RPM1 = PPdata1(:,13);
P_W1 = PPdata1(:,15);
Om_RPM2 = PPdata2(:,13);
P_W2 = PPdata2(:,15);
Om_RPM3 = PPdata3(:,13);
P_W3 = PPdata3(:,15);
Om_RPM4 = PPdata4(:,13);
P_W4 = PPdata4(:,15);
%
%% Find CT0 and CP0
D1 = 6/12;
D2 = 6/12;
D3 = 5.1/12;
D4 = 5/12;
n1 = Om_RPM1/60;
n2 = Om_RPM2/60;
n3 = Om_RPM3/60;
n4 = Om_RPM4/60;
P_ftlbfps1 = P_W1*(550/746);
P_ftlbfps2 = P_W2*(550/746);
P_ftlbfps3 = P_W3*(550/746);
P_ftlbfps4 = P_W4*(550/746);
CT01
CP01
CT02
CP02
CT03
CP03
CT04
CP04

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

F_lbf1./(rho_FL*D1^4*n1.^2);
P_ftlbfps1./(rho_FL*D1^5*n1.^3);
F_lbf2./(rho_FL*D2^4*n2.^2);
P_ftlbfps2./(rho_FL*D2^5*n2.^3);
F_lbf3./(rho_FL*D3^4*n3.^2);
P_ftlbfps3./(rho_FL*D3^5*n3.^3);
F_lbf4./(rho_FL*D4^4*n4.^2);
P_ftlbfps4./(rho_FL*D4^5*n4.^3);

%
%% Calculate CT0, CP0, RPM, Power
if prop == 6050
% CP0 equation 6050
Om_RPM1 = Om_RPM1(4:10,1);
CP01 = CP01(4:10,1);
CP0 = polyfit(Om_RPM1 , CP01,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CP01 = ' num2str(CP0(1)) '*Om_RPM1^3 + '
num2str(CP0(2)) '*Om_RPM1^2 + ' num2str(CP0(3)) '*Om_RPM1 + '
num2str(CP0(4))])
% CT0 equation 6050
CT01 = CT01(4:10,1);
CT0 = polyfit(Om_RPM1 , CT01,3);
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%
disp(['Equation is CT01 = ' num2str(CT0(1)) '*Om_RPM1^3 + '
num2str(CT0(2)) '*Om_RPM1^2 + ' num2str(CT0(3)) '*Om_RPM1 + '
num2str(CT0(4))])
% RPM equation 6050
F_lbf1 = F_lbf1(4:10,1);
RPM = polyfit(F_lbf1 , Om_RPM1 ,3);
%
disp(['Equation is Om_RPM1 = ' num2str(RPM(1)) '*F_lbf1^3 + '
num2str(RPM(2)) '*F_lbf1^2 + ' num2str(RPM(3)) '*F_lbf1 + ' num2str(RPM(4))])
% Power equation 6050
P_W1 = P_W1(4:10,1);
power = polyfit(Om_RPM1 , P_W1,3);
%
disp(['Equation is P_W1 = ' num2str(power(1)) '*Om_RPM1^3 + '
num2str(power(2)) '*Om_RPM1^2 + ' num2str(power(3)) '*Om_RPM1 + '
num2str(power(4))])
elseif prop == 6043
% CP0 equation 6043
Om_RPM2 = Om_RPM2(4:10,1);
CP02 = CP02(4:10,1);
CP0 = polyfit(Om_RPM2 , CP02,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CP02 = ' num2str(CP0(1)) '*Om_RPM2^3 + '
num2str(CP0(2)) '*Om_RPM2^2 + ' num2str(CP0(3)) '*Om_RPM2 + '
num2str(CP0(4))])
% CT0 equation 6043
CT02 = CT02(4:10,1);
CT0 = polyfit(Om_RPM2 , CT02,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CT02 = ' num2str(CT0(1)) '*Om_RPM2^3 + '
num2str(CT0(2)) '*Om_RPM2^2 + ' num2str(CT0(3)) '*Om_RPM2 + '
num2str(CT0(4))])
% RPM equation 6043
F_lbf2 = F_lbf2(4:10,1);
RPM = polyfit(F_lbf2 , Om_RPM2 ,3);
%
disp(['Equation is Om_RPM2 = ' num2str(RPM(1)) '*F_lbf2^3 + '
num2str(RPM(2)) '*F_lbf2^2 + ' num2str(RPM(3)) '*F_lbf2 + ' num2str(RPM(4))])
% Power equation 6043
P_W2 = P_W2(4:10,1);
power = polyfit(Om_RPM2 , P_W2,3);
%
disp(['Equation is P_W2 = ' num2str(power(1)) '*Om_RPM2^3 + '
num2str(power(2)) '*Om_RPM2^2 + ' num2str(power(3)) '*Om_RPM2 + '
num2str(power(4))])
elseif prop == 5131
% CP0 equation 5131
Om_RPM3 = Om_RPM3(4:10,1);
CP03 = CP03(4:10,1);
CP0 = polyfit(Om_RPM3 , CP03,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CP03 = ' num2str(CP0(1)) '*Om_RPM3^3 + '
num2str(CP0(2)) '*Om_RPM3^2 + ' num2str(CP0(3)) '*Om_RPM3 + '
num2str(CP0(4))])
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% CT0 equation 5131
CT03 = CT03(4:10,1);
CT0 = polyfit(Om_RPM3 , CT03,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CT03 = ' num2str(CT0(1)) '*Om_RPM3^3 + '
num2str(CT0(2)) '*Om_RPM3^2 + ' num2str(CT0(3)) '*Om_RPM3 + '
num2str(CT0(4))])
% RPM equation 5131
F_lbf3 = F_lbf3(4:10,1);
RPM = polyfit(F_lbf3 , Om_RPM3 ,3);
%
disp(['Equation is Om_RPM3 = ' num2str(RPM(1)) '*F_lbf3^3 + '
num2str(RPM(2)) '*F_lbf3^2 + ' num2str(RPM(3)) '*F_lbf3 + ' num2str(RPM(4))])
% Power equation 5131
P_W3 = P_W3(4:10,1);
power = polyfit(Om_RPM3 , P_W3,3);
%
disp(['Equation is P_W3 = ' num2str(power(1)) '*Om_RPM3^3 + '
num2str(power(2)) '*Om_RPM3^2 + ' num2str(power(3)) '*Om_RPM3 + '
num2str(power(4))])
else
% CP0 equation 5043
Om_RPM4 = Om_RPM4(4:10,1);
CP04 = CP04(4:10,1);
CP0 = polyfit(Om_RPM4 , CP04,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CP04 = ' num2str(CP0(1)) '*Om_RPM4^3 + '
num2str(CP0(2)) '*Om_RPM4^2 + ' num2str(CP0(3)) '*Om_RPM4 + '
num2str(CP0(4))])
% CT0 equation 5043
CT04 = CT04(4:10,1);
CT0 = polyfit(Om_RPM4 , CT04,3);
%
disp(['Equation is CT04 = ' num2str(CT0(1)) '*Om_RPM4^3 + '
num2str(CT0(2)) '*Om_RPM4^2 + ' num2str(CT0(3)) '*Om_RPM4 + '
num2str(CT0(4))])
% RPM equation 5043
F_lbf4 = F_lbf4(4:10,1);
RPM = polyfit(F_lbf4 ,Om_RPM4 , 3);
%
disp(['Equation is Om_RPM4 = ' num2str(RPM(1)) '*F_lbf4^3 + '
num2str(RPM(2)) '*F_lbf4^2 + ' num2str(RPM(3)) '*F_lbf4 + ' num2str(RPM(4))])
% Power equation 5043
P_W4 = P_W4(4:10,1);
power = polyfit(Om_RPM4 , P_W4,3);
%
disp(['Equation is P_W4 = ' num2str(power(1)) '*Om_RPM4^3 + '
num2str(power(2)) '*Om_RPM4^2 + ' num2str(power(3)) '*Om_RPM4 + '
num2str(power(4))])
end
end
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Appendix C: Desired Profile Creator
function [Flight_power,Flight_time,gradient_index] =
Desired_Profile_Weather(Power_line , Time_line)
index = size(Power_line);
index = index(2);
Time = Time_line(index);
Flight_time = 0:0.01:Time;
time_size = size(Flight_time);
time_size = time_size(2);
Flight_power = zeros(1,time_size);
gradient_index = zeros(1,index);
gradient_index(1) = 1;
i = 1;
t = 0;
n = 1;
next = 1;
while i < time_size
while t < Time_line(next)
Flight_power(i) = Power_line(n);
t = t + 0.01;
i = i + 1;
end
gradient_index(n) = i;
n = n + 1;
next = next + 1;
end
end
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Appendix D: Battery Drain
function [Flight_power,Flight_time,voltage,Capacity_Used,charge_gradient] =
Real_World_Performance_Weather(Capacity, Voltage, Power_line , Time_line , S
, C_max)
%Creats a predicted battery performance with the loss of energy from heat
%% Global Variables
% Time step is same as profile at 0.01 seconds, just use index 1 to step
through profile
Time_step = 1;
Time_change = Time_step * 0.01;
Voltage_max = Voltage(1,1);
Voltage_nominal = Voltage(1,2);
Voltage_minimum = Voltage(1,3);
Energy = Capacity * Voltage_max;
Voltage = Voltage_max;
Capacity_Available = Capacity;
Capacity_used = 0;
Capacity_Used = 0;
Percent_used = 0;
index = size(Power_line);
index = index(2);
Time = Time_line(index);
Flight_time = 0:0.01:Time;
time_size = size(Flight_time);
time_size = time_size(2);
charge_gradient = zeros(1,time_size);
charge_gradient(1,1) = 1;
C_Draw = zeros(1,time_size);
%% Battery Performance with heat loss
while Voltage > Voltage_minimum && Time_change < Time && Capacity_Available >
0
Flight_power = zeros(1,time_size);
i = 1;
t = 0;
n = 1;
next = 1;
while i < time_size
while t < Time_line(next)
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Flight_power(i) = Power_line(n);
t = t + 0.01;
i = i + 1;
end
n = n + 1;
next = next + 1;
end
%% Voltage Decay
SOC = 1 - Capacity_Used / Capacity;
charge_gradient(Time_step) = SOC;
% Uses SOC (state of charge) which is the percent available capacity left to
predict the open circuit voltage
Voltage = S * (-1.031 * exp(-35 * SOC) + 3.685 + 0.2156 * SOC - 0.1178 * (SOC
^ 2) + 0.3201 * (SOC ^ 3));
voltage = Voltage;
%
%% Finding C
% Collect power from profile and find average
power = Flight_power(Time_step);
% Find current
current_draw = power / Voltage;
percent_C = current_draw / C_max;
% Find energy lost assuming extra loss from heat
Energy_loss = -0.09064*(percent_C)^2 + 0.08241 * percent_C + 0.8029;
% power draw
power = power * Energy_loss;
current_draw = abs(power / Voltage);
% Determine cpacity used
hours = Capacity_Available / (1000 * current_draw);
Percent_used = 0.01 / (3600 * hours);
Capacity_used = Percent_used * Capacity_Available;
Capacity_Available = Capacity_Available - Capacity_used;
Capacity_Used = Capacity_Used + Capacity_used;
C_Draw(Time_step) = Capacity_Used;
% Reset timestep
Time_step = Time_step + 1;
Time_change = Time_change + 0.01;
%
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end
Flight_power = Flight_power(1,1:Time_step);
Flight_time = Flight_time(1,1:Time_step);
%
end
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